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Appendix A: New or Expanded Capital Facilities 

*Amounts in thousands of dollars.
2024-2029 Proposed Capital Improvement Program 

Seattle City Light 

Project 
ID 

Project Name Project Capacity Location  2024 
Budget* 

MC-CL-
XB6351

Boundary 
Powerhouse - 
Unit 51 
Generator 
Rebuild 

Rationale: The Unit 51 generator at Boundary is the original 
installation and its typical 30-year life expectancy has 
expired. It has accelerated deterioration of its windings 
caused by thermocycling (frequent startup and shutdowns 
of the generator, resulting in more pronounced temperature 
fluctuations). Failure of a generator can cause lost revenue, 
which during runoff could be many millions of dollars. 
Additionally, a failure may cause a fire and set off the fire 
extinguishing system, which would expose the powerhouse 
and its personnel to safety risks inherent with fire, smoke, 
and carbon dioxide (CO2) discharge for fire suppression. A 
rewind also allows for an updated insulation design that will 
permit the use of water as a fire protection system, 
providing an improvement in worker safety. Also, if the 
technology is advanced sufficiently by the time of the 
rewind, we may add a rotor mounted scanner or other 
diagnostic equipment. Alternative(s): Defer work 
indefinitely. 

10382 
Boundary Rd, 
Metaline, WA 
99153 

$8 

MC-CL-
XB6353

Boundary 
Powerhouse - 
Unit 54 
Generator 
Rebuild 

Rationale: The Unit 54 generator at Boundary is the original 
installation and its typical 30-year life expectancy has 
expired. It has accelerated deterioration of its windings 
caused by thermocycling (frequent startup and shutdowns 
of the generator, resulting in more pronounced temperature 
fluctuations). Failure of a generator can cause lost revenue, 
which during runoff could be many millions of dollars. 
Additionally, a failure may cause a fire and set off the fire 
extinguishing system, which would expose the powerhouse 
and its personnel to safety risks inherent with fire, smoke, 
and carbon dioxide (CO2) discharge for fire suppression. A 
rewind also allows for an updated insulation design that will 
permit the use of water as a fire protection system, 
providing an improvement in worker safety. Also, if the 
technology is advanced sufficiently by the time of the 
rewind, we may add a rotor mounted scanner or other 
diagnostic equipment. Alternative(s): Defer work 
indefinitely. 

10382 
Boundary Rd, 
Metaline, WA 
99153 

$72 
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MC-CL-
XB6401 

Boundary 
Facility - Minor 
Improvements 
Program 

Rationale: Setting up and monitoring separate capital 
projects entails considerable administrative costs which may 
unreasonably increase the cost of small projects, even when 
identified in advance. Covering such projects under the 
emergent project program allows for accountability and 
tracking at the subproject level, with minimal overhead 
costs. A recent example is a FERC requirement for a mobile 
emergency generator as a redundant source of power to 
open spill and sluice gates. Project Weighted Rating-40.8, 
Primary Rationale-Varies Alternative(s): The only alternative 
for emergent projects is to find some other way to fund 
emergency needs that arise. Usually, for capital projects, this 
involves emergency appropriations involving the passage of 
special City ordinances, among other things. The time 
required to cut through the red tape of special 
appropriations could be prohibitively long, given that the 
needs that arise are either of an emergency nature or 
cannot be predicted. The only alternative for planned small 
capital projects is to secure separate budgeting for each one 
by putting each small project into the same administrative 
league as multi-million-dollar projects. 

10382 
Boundary Rd, 
Metaline, WA 
99153 

$2,254 

MC-CL-
XB6493 

Boundary 
Powerhouse 
Generator Step-
up Transformer 
Replacement 

Rationale: Design to begin in 2010. Closeout in 2017. First 
transformer delivered in 2012. Alternative(s): An alternative 
approach would be to repair or replace units as they fail 
from deferred maintenance. This approach would eventually 
result in a significant loss of revenue and/or fines from a 
regulatory agency. Accepting the risk of failure would not be 
in the best interest of the utility. Having a spare unit onsite 
would prevent such failures. 

10382 
Boundary Rd, 
Metaline, WA 
99153 

$2,208 

MC-CL-
XB6535 

Boundary 
Powerhouse - 
Unit 52 
Generator 
Rebuild 

Rationale: This project is part of the Utility's Generator 
Rebuild Program, a series of projects to maintain and extend 
the useful life of the Utility's aging generators. The program 
rebuilds ten generators, accounting for 70 percent of City 
Light's generating capability. Alternative(s): No Alternatives 
Provided. 

Boundary Rd, 
Metaline, WA 
99153 

$10,116 

MC-CL-
XB6565 

Landis and Gyr 
RTU 
Modernization 
Boundary, Cedar 
Falls and Skagit 

Rationale: Replace failing gear with new. Alternative(s): No 
Alternatives Provided. 

Boundary, 
Skagit and 
Cedar Falls 
power 
facilities 

$631 

MC-CL-
XB6566 

Boundary - DC 
Battery System 
& Charge 
Modernization 

Rationale: No Rationale Provided. Alternative(s): No 
Alternatives Provided. 

Boundary Rd, 
Metaline, WA 
99153 

$765 
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MC-CL-
XB6987 

Boundary - 
Licensing 
Mitigation 

Rationale: In order to continue to operate the facility, the 
City must obtain a new FERC license. The decision to apply 
for a new license has been made and we have embarked on 
the default FERC licensing process, the Integrated License 
Process (ILP). While the cost of attaining a new license to 
operate Boundary Dam is very significant, Boundary provides 
anywhere from 25% to 40% of SCL's power requirements 
and produces power at a cost significantly below the market 
rate. The plant's operations are shaped to deliver power 
during peak-load hours, an operating regime that allows the 
City to meet continued service area load growth and provide 
regional system reliability. For these reasons, the Utility has 
determined that obtaining a new license is a priority and we 
are confident that it will continue to be a cost-effective 
source of renewable power for the City. Alternative(s): No 
Alternatives Provided. 

10382 
Boundary Rd, 
Metaline, WA 
99153 

$14,482 

MC-CL-
XC6406 

Cedar 
Falls/South Fork 
Tolt - Minor 
Improvements 
Program 

Rationale: Setting up and monitoring separate capital 
projects entails considerable administrative costs which may 
unreasonably increase the cost of small projects, even when 
identified in advance. Covering such projects under the 
emergent project program allows for accountability and 
tracking at the subproject level, with minimal overhead 
costs. A recent example is the replacement of an Oil-filled 
Transformer. Project Weighted Rating-40.8, Primary 
Rationale-Varies Alternative(s): The only alternative for 
emergent projects is to find some other way to fund 
emergency needs that arise. Usually, for capital projects, this 
involves emergency appropriations involving the passage of 
special City ordinances, among other things. The time 
required to cut through the red tape of special 
appropriations could be prohibitively long, given that the 
needs that arise are either of an emergency nature or 
cannot be predicted. The only alternative for planned small 
capital projects is to secure separate budgeting for each one 
by putting each small project into the same administrative 
league as multi-million-dollar projects. 

19901 Cedar 
Falls Rd SE, 
North Bend, 
WA 98045 

$1,743 

MC-CL-
XC6450 

Cedar Falls 
Powerhouse - 
Unit 5/6 
Generator 
Protective Relay 

Rationale: The present generator protection is outdated and 
lacks some basic protection elements to protect it from 
abnormal frequency and voltages. The existing relay does 
not meet the North American Electric Reliability Council 
(NERC) and the Western Electricity Coordinating Council 
(WECC) regional requirements for maintaining the generator 
in-service during system disturbances. This deficiency was 
identified as part of the NERC/WECC compliance program 
and has been scheduled for replacement as part of a 
prioritized program along with other outmoded technology 
present in SCL's aging infrastructure. Alternative(s): 1. Do the 
project described. 2. Do Nothing. This is not considered to be 

19901 Cedar 
Falls Rd SE, 
North Bend, 
WA 98045 

$94 
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a viable approach since the present generator protection 
scheme does not meet the ANSI/IEEE Standard or the 
WECC/NERC regional requirements for the protection of 
generators.  

MC-CL-
XC6573 

Cedar Falls 
Substation & 
Bank 6 
Replacement 

Rationale: This project improves generation reliability by 
replacing this critical transformer prior to failure. It will also 
enhance overall operational performance since new 
transformers are more efficient, have more environmental 
protections, and require less maintenance. Alternative(s): 
The only alternative to this project is to run the transformer 
to failure which would necessitate an emergency project to 
replace it. 

Cedar Falls $255 

MC-CL-
XF8389 

Special Work 
Equipment - 
Shops 

Rationale: This project provides new tools and work 
equipment to replace outdated equipment. The project 
updates technical systems to current standards, as our 
current transformer test equipment relies on outdated 
computer equipment and programming that is no longer 
supported. Some equipment does not meet the latest safety 
standards. Other equipment is no longer supported by 
replacement parts or can no longer be repaired to provide 
accurate cutting, bending, etc. Some equipment needs to be 
updated to provide for increased production or size of stock 
material worked. Other equipment needs updated 
programming to provide for the latest technology 
advancements. The project ensures the transformers CL 
purchases and installs are safe and will last up to and beyond 
the average life span. It also ensures that we receive what 
we paid for, as specified, and that it will fit our system 
without problems such as oil leaks, incorrect voltage, and 
non-functional safety interlocks, etc. Replacing shop special 
tools and equipment will allow customer service 
enhancements by providing newer technology for more 
accurate fabrication of parts and other shop made items, 
safer tools to use, and newer equipment with more 
safeguards built in. Alternative(s): The recommended 
alternative would be to fully fund the special tool requests. 
This option would allow for the stated goals to be realized. 
Alternatives to funding special tools budget for shops are to 
not fund it or to fund at a lower level. Both options would 
slow production and would impact the opportunity to 
effectively serve the shops customers. It could also impact 
safety and injury rates where older equipment is less 
efficient and less ergonomic, requiring more repetitive 
motion and more labor with less automation. 

System wide $325 
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MC-CL-
XF9006 

Safety 
Modifications 

Rationale: Project 9006 was established to correct imminent 
and critical safety hazards not covered by divisional budgets. 
Investments will lower the risk of WA State compliance 
penalties and possible costs related to employee or 
customer injuries. Alternative(s): 1. Complete the projects as 
they emerge within established budget. Proactive response 
reduces the risk of employee and customer injuries, and 
related costs, as well as potential non-compliance penalties. 
2. Do not fund project. This may leave significant safety 
problems unresolved, leading to increased compliance 
penalties. 3. Defer the project. The impact is similar to 
alternative 2 above, and also results in a continual growth of 
open and unfunded safety projects. 

Citywide $708 

MC-CL-
XF9101 

Equipment Fleet 
Replacement 

Rationale: As mobile equipment ages, it reaches a point 
where it becomes more economical to replace the 
equipment than to continue to repair it. In the past, the 
mobile equipment fleet coordinator used a twenty-year 
replacement plan to maintain City Light's vehicle pool. Due 
to replacement deferrals starting in the mid-90s and the 
budget cuts which began in 2000, that replacement plan by 
necessity was revised. We are now faced with replacing fleet 
on an as needed basis. That priority is to replace the most 
often used, specialized, or critical equipment to the Utility, 
or the most costly to maintain and least reliable vehicles 
first. To get back to an established plan will require seven 
plus years of enhanced financing. A seven year recovery plan 
requires $10 million annually. That plan has been 
underfunded for 15 years. The planned annual purchases, 
per the twenty year plan for the heavy fleet equates to 
approximately $8 million per year. That $10 million replaces 
the equipment that normally needs to be replaced every 
year and addresses some of the equipment that has been 
deferred. The proposed $10 million will not fully cover 
inflation and the increasing cost of materials as many 
purchases now have a steel surcharge added. There are also 
added emissions requirements for the coming years starting 
in 2007. This will require about $10,000 per diesel engine 
along with design changes to accommodate space for higher 
heat and larger exhaust pipes. The Memorandum of 
Understanding between the Fleet Management Department 
(FMD) and Seattle City Light (SCL) regarding financing and 
management of the City Light Fleet states on June 22, 1998, 
the City Council adopted Resolution 29771. In that 
resolution is reference to Timely Replacement of Vehicles. 
The recommendation is to replace vehicles in a timely 
manner, when fully depreciated. Alternative(s): The 
recommended alternative is to address the backlog of City 
Light vehicles, heavy and light fleet, on a plan spread over 7 

System wide $8,690 
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or more years (a $30 million backlog currently on a $130 
million fleet) A second plan would be to not purchase fleet 
vehicles. This option would result in paying both higher 
maintenance costs for worn out vehicles and higher rental 
costs both for specialized vehicles and daily use vehicles 
currently at $2 million annually. It also has safety 
ramifications when considering malfunctions and 
inopportune breakdowns. A third plan would be to continue 
to not address the back log but replace on an as needed 
basis. This plan requires more rental costs and time loss due 
to equipment down time. It also does not address the need 
to be more fuel efficient and environmentally friendly. This 
plan to replace only as needed would be less reliable for 
tracking or budgeting. Address the back log through a seven 
year or longer plan. 

MC-CL-
XF9103 

Facilities 
Improvements 

Rationale: Workplace and process improvements completed 
under program 9159, plus ongoing organizational change, 
require the purchase of office furniture and equipment in 
order to achieve the project objectives. Each year Utility 
Support Services completes approximately 450 service 
requests requiring furniture reconfiguration, at least a third 
of which involve ergonomic corrections. Alternative(s): 1. 
Fund program 9103. 2. Don't fund program 9103 and 
purchase all office furnishings and equipment from the O&M 
budget. 3. Maintain office furniture until it can no longer be 
sustained in acceptable condition and then replace in total 
with a future ad hoc program. 

System wide $12,246 

MC-CL-
XF9107 

Service Center 
Facility 
Improvements 

Rationale: The purpose of the proposed subprojects, SSC 
locker room remodeling, NSC building on the main site, and 
the SSC yard study, is to improve each facility in support of 
the assigned staff/crews. Results include improved efficiency 
and reduced maintenance. Planning in the employee parking 
lot is necessary since an off-ramp will be constructed over a 
portion of the lot. The SSC yard study subproject includes 
planning for the revisions needed when the off ramp is built 
from the Spokane Street Viaduct to 4th Avenue South. The 
off ramp is to be placed over the employee parking lot. 
Alternative(s): 1. Continue the improvements as proposed. 
2. Defer improvements. 3. Replace the service centers with 
state-of-the-art facilities. 4. Do no improvements until the 
service center is unusable and then replace the asset. 

Outside City 
of Seattle 

$1,000 

MC-CL-
XF9151 

Facilities 
Regulatory 
Compliance 

Rationale: Before City Light property is sold the area must be 
evaluated for any contamination. This project allows each 
property to be thoroughly investigated for contamination. 
Alternative(s): The alternative is to pass on contaminated 
properties to new owners and therefore incur long standing 
environmental liability. 

System wide $50 
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MC-CL-
XF9320 

Energy 
Conservation 

Rationale: Energy reduction is a Department and City goal. 
SCL Conservation Unit's energy audits of our facilities will 
identify a program of projects to accomplish these goals. 
With documented savings, there will be recovery of some of 
the costs from BPA. Alternative(s): Do nothing. Continue to 
consume energy at existing levels. 

System wide $600 

MC-CL-
XP6530 

Hydro Project 
Spill 
Containment 

Rationale: The project will implement upgrades that will 
either prevent spills, from oils, greases, fuels and other 
petroleum products, through process improvements and 
equipment replacement, or provide additional containment 
capacity for accidental spills. Options for reducing spills 
include replacing oil filled transformers with dry type 
transformers, building larger containment basins around oil 
filled equipment, reconfiguring powerhouse sumps to 
separate potentially oily water from non-oily water, 
installing oil/water separators on transformer and generator 
cooling water systems, and replacing greased valve bushings 
with greaseless bushings. Because each powerhouse is 
unique, different solutions will be designed and 
implemented at each facility. Alternative(s): No Alternatives 
Provided. 

Outside City 
of Seattle 

$148 

MC-CL-
XP6990 

Endangered 
Species Act 
Mitigation 

Rationale: This project protects and restores fisheries habitat 
in the Skagit and Tolt basins by implementing the 
Endangered Species Program for recovery of listed fish 
species that are potentially affected by City Light projects. 
The project scope includes land purchase, restoration, 
assessment, and management. The ESA prohibits harming 
listed species and their habitat. SCL's facilities impact these 
species since the dams have changed the downstream 
hydrology, affecting the rearing and spawning habitat for 
Chinook, and rearing habitat for bull trout and steelhead. 
When SCL lowers the flow to reduce generation (load 
following), thousands of chinook juveniles may be adversely 
affected. In addition, the Skagit Project separates the bull 
trout population into four distinct populations. Concerns 
have also been expressed about interference with access to 
spawning areas resulting from lower reservoir levels and the 
potential of entraining bull trout. Since SCL's licenses for the 
Skagit and Tolt were issued prior to the listing, they provide 
no protection for third party lawsuits under ESA. We have no 
"take" permit. SCL licenses can also be reopened by Federal 
agencies, e.g. the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, seeking 
additional measures to protect and restore the listed 
species. Alternative(s): 1. Complete the projects envisaged 
by the City Council and incorporated into the Recovery Plans 
for each basin and work to obtain legal protection. 2. 
Complete projects as budgeted, extending the timeframe. 3. 
Terminate the project at current expenditure levels. This 

Outside City 
of Seattle 

$1,192 
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would result in failure to carry out a Council and Executive 
mandate and increase the Department's liability under the 
ESA. We would not be able to obtain legal protection. 

MC-CL-
XS6373 

Ross Dam - 
AC/DC 
Distribution 
System Upgrade 

Rationale: The operation of critical components of the dam, 
such as gates, valves, and lighting, depend on the power 
distribution system. The electrical system is 50 years old and 
has been in service beyond its normal life expectancy. Extra 
space for breakers is not available, cable insulation is 
starting to strip, and the existing gear is not approved for 
lockout/tagout requirements. Presently there is a risk of 
losing power to the dam spillgates. New conduit and 
conductors will improve reliability of spillgate operations 
and other dam operations requiring electric power. New 
electrical equipment, new lighting, and the addition of 
emergency lighting will allow staff greater operational 
flexibility, safety, and efficiency. Alternative(s): Doing 
nothing will result in eventual loss of control of motors and 
valves used for water spill control and could cause the dam 
to be overtopped. Maintaining power to operational 
components on the dam (for instance the spillgate) is 
needed to ensure the operation of Ross, which provides an 
average of 100 megawatts. 

 Milepost 128 
State Highway 
20 

$987 

MC-CL-
XS6405 

Skagit Facility - 
Minor 
Improvements 
Program 

Rationale: Emergent capital projects are, by definition, 
unpredictable. This project provides some financial coverage 
for such projects on a first-come, first serve basis. Without 
this authority, funding for emergency work would not be 
readily available, and could take months to acquire. Setting 
up and monitoring separate capital projects entails 
considerable administrative costs which may unreasonably 
increase the cost of small projects, even when identified in 
advance. Covering such projects under the emergent project 
program allows for accountability and tracking at the 
subproject level, with minimal overhead costs. A recent 
example is Emergency Generators for the Wastewater 
Treatment Plants. Project Weighted Rating-40.8, Primary 
Rationale-Varies Alternative(s): The only alternative for 
emergent projects is to find some other way to fund 
emergency needs that arise. Usually, for capital projects, this 
involves emergency appropriations involving the passage of 
special City ordinances, among other things. The time 
required to cut through the red tape of special 
appropriations could be prohibitively long, given that the 
needs that arise are either of an emergency nature or 
cannot be predicted. The only alternative for planned small 
capital projects is to secure separate budgeting for each one 
by putting each small project into the same administrative 
league as multi-million dollar projects. 

500 
Newhalem 
Creek Rd, 
Marblemount, 
WA 98267 

$7,586 
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MC-CL-
XS6520 

Skagit Facilities 
Plan 

Rationale: The Skagit FERC Licensing agreement requires SCL 
to meet Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
of 1966, to take into account the effects of SCL's 
undertakings on historic properties. Additionally, the Skagit 
Licensing Agreement requires SCL to implement a historic 
resource mitigation and management plan demonstrating 
proper management of these resources. The Skagit Facilities 
Plan is SCL's commitment to meeting this licensing 
agreement requirement and results in better management 
of the overall resources and better operations and 
maintenance of the overall assets. Alternative(s): See the 
separate Skagit Facilities Plan that addresses alternatives. 
The alternatives include doing nothing, which does not 
conform to the FERC licensing requirements, and 
compromises our facilities as an asset to our power 
production operations and our civic and cultural stewardship 
responsibilities. The alternative to increase O&M resources 
(labor and budgets) is another option. This option improves 
facilities that are not required to meet program needs 
(improvements to vacant buildings). 

Newhalem 
Creek Rd, 
Marblemount, 
WA 98267 

$5,108 

MC-CL-
XS6540 

Skagit - Boat 
Facility 
Improvements 

Rationale: Design and construct several new structures to 
support industrial and recreational boat operations on our 
Skagit reservoirs. Structures to include a new tour dock, new 
dry dock, additions to the existing boat houses and a new 
barge landing in Diablo. Alternative(s): No Alternatives 
Provided. 

Newhalem 
Creek Rd, 
Marblemount, 
WA 98267 

$864 

MC-CL-
XS6986 

Skagit - 
Relicensing 

Rationale: Procurement of a new license for the Skagit River 
Hydroelectric Project from the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) is required to continue operations. 
Alternative(s): No Alternatives Provided. 

Newhalem 
Creek Rd, 
Marblemount, 
WA 98267 

$3,590 

MC-CL-
XS6991 

Skagit Licensing 
Mitigation 

Rationale: As part of the relicensing of the Skagit River 
Hydroelectric Project, City Light is required to provide 
mitigation for 30 years of continued project operation 
between 1995 and 2024. The license incorporates the 
Wildlife Settlement Agreement signed in 1991 by the City of 
Seattle and numerous interveners (Federal and State 
agencies, tribes, and environmental groups). This stipulates 
that the City shall make available a total of $17,000,000 (in 
1990$) to secure and preserve valuable wildlife habitat. The 
charges to this CIP project will be credited towards the 
$17,000,000 total. Alternative(s): 1. Perform work as 
scheduled in the Settlement Agreements and required by 
the license. This is the preferred approach to meeting our 
license obligations. 2. Delay implementation. This increases 
our liability since the bridge is falling down and poses a 
safety hazard which will only increase in future years. 3. Do 
not undertake some mitigation. This would have severe 

500 
Newhalem 
Creek Rd 

$131 
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repercussions as the agencies and tribes are carefully 
monitoring our progress and participating as partners on 
many projects. They would likely contest our license should 
we not fulfill our commitments. 

MC-CL-
YD9009 

Communications 
Improvements 

Rationale: Project 9009 provides the necessary flexibility to 
address emergent communication system problems that 
arise between biennial budget requests. These tend to be 
smaller projects costing less than $10K per incident. During 
any given year there are a variety of requests requiring 
immediate attention. In addition, this program includes 
small specific improvement projects that are too small to 
warrant uniquely assigned project numbers. Each of these 
small projects has a separate scope of work, schedule, 
budget, and tracking mechanisms. An example is the project 
to monitor tower movement on our transmission towers 
near Oso, WA. Alternative(s): Option 1: Respond to customer 
requests for emergent and critical work in a timely manner. 
This approach preserves operational reliability, safety and 
security. This project provides flexibility to respond to these 
unknown communications problems or requirements. The 
alternative to having PE 9009 is to make special requests to 
the City Council for budget appropriations when 
emergencies occur. This is time-consuming and limits the 
department's flexibility to react to emergent 
communications problems. Option 2: Fund the project at a 
reduced level and incur the risk that emergent trouble 
cannot be met and worker safety, security and system 
reliability is compromised. 

System wide $1,087 

MC-CL-
YD9102 

Special Work 
Equipment - 
Other Plant 

Rationale: This project is a roll up of requests from individual 
work units in the Electrical Services Branch and other units in 
the department except for Generation Division (see CIP 
6102) and Power Stations (see CIP 7902). All tools and work 
equipment over $5,000 dollars must be capitalized. The 
purpose of this project is to collect these requests into a 
project to allow better tracking and review of the 
expenditures throughout the year. Requests have been 
reviewed and prioritized during the 2003-04 budget cycle 
and purchases deferred. The proper funding of tools for high 
voltage electrical and related work supports the 
department's goals of safety, productivity and employee 
morale. Alternative(s): 1. See description. 2. Do nothing. Do 
not allow units to purchase new tools or equipment valued 
at over $5,000. This alternative is not acceptable as the 
department would be unable to meet the needs and 
expectations of our customers. 3. Prioritize and review the 
individual units' requests and adjust CIP to budgeted targets. 
This would be a new way to budget for this CIP. Individual 
units may need to defer equipment purchases and in some 

System wide $794 
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cases work may be deferred. Risks include the possibility 
that unplanned equipment failures in deferred equipment 
will delay work completion. Option 3 has been selected and 
only the highest priorities for equipment have been funded. 
This project is being funded at approximately one third the 
level that historically has been required. 

MC-CL-
YD9108 

Transmission & 
Generation 
Radio Systems 

Rationale: This project builds or replaces communications 
infrastructure consisting of fiber optic rings, digital 
microwave, telephone networks and two-way radio systems. 
This project provides City Light with command-and-control 
capabilities for the operation of the electrical system. This 
project ensures the safe, reliable, and efficient operation of 
the system and positions SCL to meet the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission's vital communications systems 
requirements. Alternative(s): Option 1 Proceed as proposed. 
Option 2 Do nothing and continue to have systems that are 
incompatible with each other, require a high degree of 
maintenance, at greater cost, and in some cases, rely on 
commercial carriers for service and system protection; 
and/or face the loss of capability, capacity, coverage, 
licenses, and electrical system reliability. This alternative 
maintains the inadequate data exchange between sites, 
switches, feeders, meters, and communications systems and 
networks. Option 3 Install digital microwave instead of fiber 
systems at all substations and facilities. This is not cost 
effective, very difficult to locate land or space, design the 
system, acquire the land or space, provide power and get 
permits for adequate sites. Future upgrades are very difficult 
and expensive, and increases maintenance costs. 

System wide $1,056 

MC-CL-
YD9202 

Security 
Improvements 

Rationale: If Seattle City Light's Security Improvements 
Program is underfunded, its critical facilities face increased 
risk to sabotage, vandalism, theft, and terrorism that can 
result in the loss of valuable infrastructure for generation 
and distribution of power, as well as noncompliance with 
North American Reliability Council (NERC) 1200 Standards, 
adopted May 2, 2006, to improve security at critical facilities 
that house command and control systems. Curtailment of 
Seattle City Light's electric operations would impact 
reliability of the power system in the Pacific Northwest, 
create lost revenues, and jeopardize public safety and 
emergency response due to loss of lifeline services such as 
medical services, water and wastewater systems, 
communications, law enforcement, banking, transportation 
system, etc. Alternative(s): Option 1, Status Quo: No 
centralized security system. Operate local security systems 
in place and use local law enforcement and private security 
companies to address security on a limited basis. Use private 
security services and/or request additional assistance from 

System wide $1,406 
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local law enforcement during times when the Federal 
government has raised the alert level for the nation or 
region, or for a situation that has occurred requiring 
additional security services. Option 2, Centralized Security 
System: Seattle City Light installs security enhancements to 
delay, detect, and respond to security intrusions at its critical 
facilities that are connected to a central security monitoring 
center that will be staffed by trained security guards on a 
24/7 basis to monitor and respond to security incidents. 
Department wide response procedures will be established 
and coordination with local law enforcement will be 
established for responding to security incidents. 

MC-CL-
YD9307 

Distribution 
Area 
Communications 
Networks 

Rationale: The communication systems now employed are in 
need increased capacity, better security, faster speeds, and 
increased reliability to meet new regulatory requirements. 
This will meet our ever increasing data and voice 
communication needs and take us twenty years or more into 
the future. Maintenant costs are lower because increased 
redundancy and reliability as well as better system alarms 
and the capability to remotely troubleshoot and reprogram 
the system. Traffic on the network is easily rerouted until 
major failures can be repaired. The new requirements of 
security, relaying, Automated Meter Reading, Automated 
Distribution and other automated systems will be easier to 
implement at lower cost once this project is completed. The 
system is easily upgraded to increase capacity or take 
advantage of new technology as it becomes available. 
Alternative(s): Option 1 Proceed as proposed. 
Install/complete fiber optic rings. Option 2 Do nothing. Have 
an inadequate communications network, with a high 
expense O&M component. 

Citywide $684 
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MC-CL-
YD9957 

Enterprise 
Geographic 
Information 
System 

Rationale: The Enterprise GIS Initiative will support the 
Seattle City Light 2013-2018 Strategic Plan in these 
objectives: 1. Improve customer experience and rate 
predictability. 2. Increase workforce performance and safety 
practices. 3. Enhance organizational performance. 4. 
Continue conservation and environmental stewardship. 
Replacing our multiple, incompatible GIS systems with a 
single enterprise level GIS will eliminate redundant data 
entry into GIS and other systems, increase data quality and 
put information into the hands of the people who need it, 
when they need it, including engineering, operations, asset 
management and environmental affairs. An enterprise GIS 
will improve field worker safety and reduce the occurrence 
of expensive project changes in the field resulting from 
inaccurate or incomplete information. It will also streamline 
software maintenance and support requirements and ease 
integration to other future utility systems requiring access to 
GIS data. This new system will provide: 1. A centralized 
geospatial data store improving data access and 
interoperability to support other enterprise systems such as 
Outage Management (OMS), Work and Asset Management 
(WAMS), Mobile Workforce, System Planning/Analysis, 
Automated Utility Engineering Design (AUD), Advanced 
Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and Business Intelligence (BI). 
2. Electronic and web-based access to distribution, 
transmission, streetlight, joint use and fiber 
optics/communications infrastructure information. 3. A 
flexible, configurable system that can accommodate evolving 
business information needs. The additional transmission, 
streetlight, joint use and fiber optics information that the 
utility needs to maintain as we move to an asset centric 
maintenance and planning model essentially doubles the 
size of the GIS dataset. The number of staff supporting GIS 
needs has seen an overall reduction in the last decade 
Alternative(s): This business case and proposal presents 3 
options for dealing with the problem: A. Do Nothing B. 
Replace the current DAMS editor and convert TLM Services 
C. Install a new unified GIS system A. Do nothing. Do not 
fund the work. Continue to leave our Radial Distribution 
System's GIS data at risk, and by extension, baseline OMS 
functionalities. Apply additional resources to manually 
maintain systems using current tools. Write and support 
multiple custom interfaces and procedures to provide base 
line GIS data required by OMS & WAMS. Do not take 
advantage of new business processes and functionality of 
automation between GIS, OMS and WAM. B. Replace the 
current DAMS editor and convert TLM Services. The current 
DAMS editor was originally implemented in 1994 as a suite 

System wide $3,338 
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of custom applications using Environmental Systems 
Research Institute (ESRI) Arc/INFO GIS products. DAMS tools 
are so obsolete that SCL is no longer backward compatible 
with our City partners in the Common Geographic Data Base 
(CGDB). To begin addressing these issues, the existing DAMS 
editor needs to be replaced. This project would incorporate 
into the DAMS GIS the final piece of connectivity data, 
between the customer meter and the transformer that is 
currently stored in the separate Transformer Load 
Management (TLM) database. This work will position City 
Light to begin working toward a unified GIS and to better 
leverage our GIS investment through new and improved 
integration to other major IT systems. Examples might 
include: 1. The ability to replace obsolete engineering 
analysis and planning systems, such as TLM and 
NLM/Loadflow, with modern GIS based applications. 2. The 
ability to more robustly model the underground portions of 
our Radial distribution system. 3. The ability to move closer 
to a unified GIS, including both our Radial and Network 
distribution systems in a single GIS data store, at City Light. 
C. Install a new unified GIS system. This option would install 
a new unified 

MC-CL-
YD9969 

Enterprise 
Software 
Solution 
Replacement 
Strategy 

Rationale: This project is an ongoing commitment to provide 
a sustainable funding stream to keep enterprise level 
resources up to date and fully functional. Software systems 
today are as critical to operate City Lights business as poles 
and wires. The Utility can no longer afford to delay regular 
required upgrades and or replacements to the system. 
Alternative(s): City Light could decide not to upgrade the 
systems, as prescribed, but that could create a significant 
risk if the system goes unsupported by the vendor or if 
something were to happen with the software. Operations 
and Maintenance costs could rise significantly while 
attempting to maintain the software on our own. 

City Wide $8,301 
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MC-CL-
YN8129 

Network 
Hazeltine 
Upgrade 

Rationale: Using the Network Hazeltine system provides 
reliable power by remotely monitoring the electrical vaults 
and electrical equipment within the entire downtown 
service area. The Power Dispatchers constantly monitor the 
real time status of the network using the Hazeltine system. 
This program costs $304K per year and avoids problems that 
can easily exceed twice that amount for Seattle City Light 
and its customers. The utility's cost for one such problem 
can range from $200K up to as much as $3M. Aggregated 
customer costs can range from $100K up to $5M. The 
benefit cost ratio for any one problem can range from 0.99 
([$200k+$100k]/$304k) to be as high as 26.3 
([$3M+$5M]/$304k). We usually avoid 4 to 5 smaller 
problems each year and a larger problem, with combined 
costs of $1.53M, every 5 years. The yearly benefit cost is 
then [4*0.99 + 1.53M/(304k*5)] = 5.0. Alternative(s): 1. Do 
nothing. Do not change existing Hazeltine system. Hazeltine 
has changed the production of their transmitters, forcing 
utilities to pay a premium for the transformers that is a 
fraction of the cost of upgrading to their Next Generation 
equipment. 2. Upgrade to Hazeltine's Next Generation 
system, changing station receivers and transmitters on each 
transformer. Total cost is about $2.2 million. 3. Develop SCL 
proprietary network EMS system, capable of monitoring plus 
a new function of control of NP's, BTS's, and primary 
switches if they are added. Total cost ranges from $7 million 
to $17 million, depending on communications option 
selected. This excludes developmental costs. 4. Buy any 
upgrades from vendors only. Wait for Hazeltine or other 
vendors, to develop network EMS systems with the desired 
control and monitoring features. No products or competitors 
to Hazeltine are available at this time for cost estimates. 5. 
Add sensors to existing or future Hazeltine system to 
enhance the monitoring of the network environment. This 
would enable system operators to detect and respond to 
abnormal field condition and thereby improve customer 
reliability. 6. Continue existing program of upgrading the 
sensors to match the current SCL standard. In 2007 and 
2008, review the Hazeltine program and determine if more 
significant upgrades are feasible. Presently, this is the 
recommended action and funding level for 2007 and 2008. 
The 2009 and beyond dollars are expected expenditures for 
the significant Hazeltine upgrades, if approved. 

System wide $895 
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MC-CL-
YN8130 

Network 
Maintenance 
Hole and Vault 
Rebuild 

Rationale: The Network Maintenance Hole (MH) & Vault 
Rebuild project provides reliable electric service by repairing 
or replacing damaged electrical maintenance holes/vaults 
and ducts located within the network. This project also 
reduces unsafe working conditions for our workers and 
potential hazards to the public. In the 1990s, licensed 
engineering consultants conducted a series of structural 
surveys on approximately 1,200 underground maintenance 
holes and vaults. Based on the survey, 38 MH/vaults have 
been repaired or replaced at a cost of $14.1Million. 
Subsequent additional surveys have been done. Our 
prioritized list of facilities requiring major repairs or 
replacements includes replacing 78 MH/vaults and 350 vault 
roofs. The vaults that we are replacing for the 2007-2008 
period have exceeded their expected lifetime. These are 
among the oldest facilities and include brick structures in 
Pioneer Square that are approximately 100 years old. 
Replacing now provides an opportunity to construct a route 
for bringing main stem feeder service cables through the 
Pioneer Square area and to a significant portion of the 
Downtown core area (City Hall, Justice Center, Seattle 
Municipal Tower) rather than using the Alaskan Way Viaduct 
structure. By repairing or replacing six manholes/vaults, 
rebuilding at least 10 vault/manhole roofs and 2,800 feet of 
old clay tile duct banks. Surveys performed by licensed civil 
engineering consultants have identified 78 maintenance 
holes/vaults requiring replacement as well as roofs for an 
additional 350 underground right-of-way facilities. 
Alternative(s): Alternative 1 - No Action: Vaults and 
maintenance holes with failing structures and grates would 
be left in place until catastrophic failure. Problems 
associated with deferring repair work include reduced 
worker and public safety, increased City liability, increased 
City paving expense, negative impacts on traffic flow 
through downtown when repairs are not coordinated with 
SDOT's paving operations, and loss of use of City Light 
facilities for customer service needs. The no action 
alternative is never an option as too many facilities are in 
states of failure that require at least temporary shoring and 
loss of use, and many require immediate repair. Alternative 
2: Perform temporary fixes to the highest risk facilities until 
permanent repairs are made at some unspecified future 
date. Without a specific project to repair vaults and 
maintenance holes, temporary shoring systems installed in 
failed facilities has the following challenges: a) Electric crews 
cannot perform electric work in the failed facility with 
shoring left in place, effectively resulting in loss of use of the 
facility. b) Placement and removal of temporary shoring 

System wide $1,953 
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reduces productivity of field personnel. c) Wood shoring rots 
from continuous exposure to moisture has limited life in wet 
network environments. d) Temporary fixes using steel 
beams can be applied in facilities with few cables or 
obstructions from temporary supports. Such repairs require 
costly custom designs from Civil Engineers and could be 
applied only where manhole access is not needed for several 
years. Alternative 3 (Preferred): Make permanent repairs to 
those facilities in need and continually monitor condition of 
civil facilities. Work would be prioritized to those facilities in 
highest need of repair, those associated with new customer 
load additions and those affected by public right of way 
projects, such as street paving.  
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MC-CL-
YN8201 

Union Street 
Substation 
Networks 

Rationale: The Union Street Substation Networks project 
provides sufficient and reliable electrical capacity for the 
growing power needs of our customers. It is a programmatic 
approach for comprehensive management of underground 
network assets (electrical and in some cases civil) serving 
customers in the area bounded by Yesler Street, Alaska Way, 
Pike Street, 6th Avenue, Union Street, the Freeway, 
University Street, 3rd Avenue and the Waterfront area from 
Denny to Yesler. The project goal is to increase the capacity 
of present Union Street Substation network feeder cables to 
their ultimate service build out limit (an overall increase of 
128 MVA) as determined by Union Substations transformer 
capacity, with allowances for feeder imbalances, feeder 
diversity and diversity among sub-networks. We will re-
conductor and re-route four targeted service feeders by the 
end of 2008 and perform associated work such as feeder 
balancing. This includes the work in support of finishing the 
main stem build out and to address capacity issues in the 
branch portion of the feeder service cables as needed in 
response to specific service requests, as well as analyses of 
branch cable congested areas. Work in 2007 and 2008 as 
well as successive years is necessary to be able to pick up 
loads that will likely be transferred from Broad Street sub-
networks in 5 years. To meet the projected new loads on the 
Waterfront and at specific downtown core sites we need to 
complete re-conductoring and re-routing of four targeted 
service feeders by the end of 2008 and perform associated 
work such as feeder balancing that will be transferred from 
Broad Street, and may be transferred from Massachusetts 
Street; build and energize a new network substation at least 
six years before all Downtown network capacity is used so 
that service cutovers can be done with minimal impact to 
our customers. This work is essential to meet near term load 
requirements of the SAM/WaMu and Four Seasons projects. 
This critical project Alternative(s): Alternatives include: 1. Do 
nothing. Make no improvements to system reliability or 
additions to feeder capacity. This would allow customer load 
to continue growing without commensurate additions to 
capacity of feeders serving this area, ultimately leading to 
multiple cable failures and extended customer outages. This 
would reduce the reliability of the network system from its 
present level, subjecting it to more lengthy outages. 2. 
Reduce customer demand for more load with demand side 
management measures. This alternative was evaluated in 
the Network Strategic Systems Plan and found to have 
negligible ability to reduce customer demand in the network 
area. 3. Increase capacity of network feeders incrementally, 
as little as possible and as close to near-term load 

1312 Western 
AV 

$2,256 
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requirements as possible. This is no longer feasible as the 
next increment of feeder capacity additions reach their final 
capacity targets. 4. Increase capacity of network feeders to 
the full limit of the substations capability to deliver power. 5. 
Add measures that improve system reliability to mitigate the 
severity of any network event. 6. Add measures that 
improve customer reliability by preventing the chain of 
events leading to major customer impacts. 
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MC-CL-
YN8202 

Massachusetts 
Street 
Substation - 
Networks 

Rationale: The rational for this project is to increase the 
capacity and reliability of present Massachusetts Street 
Substation network feeder cables to their ultimate service 
build out limit (an overall increase of 69 MVA), as 
determined by Massachusetts Street Substation's 
transformer capacity, with allowance for feeder imbalances, 
feeder diversity and diversity among sub-networks. The 
Alaska Way Viaduct project will require the relocation of all 
13kV distribution feeders that are suspended from the 
viaduct. These include feeders serving Pioneer Square and 
the downtown core. Additional duct banks and electrical 
vaults must be built throughout the Pioneer Square area to 
accommodate the feeder relocations. Doing the engineering 
for this relocation during 2007 will ensure that timely civil 
construction can be done in order to avoid many conflicts 
with other utilities and mitigate some of the traffic impacts 
that will occur during the Viaduct and Seawall construction. 
Alternative(s): Alternatives include: 1. Do nothing. Make no 
improvements to system reliability or additions to feeder 
capacity. This would allow customer load to continue 
growing without commensurate additions to capacity of 
feeders serving this area, ultimately leading to multiple cable 
failures and extended customer outages. This would reduce 
the customer reliability of the network systems from its 
present level, subjecting it to infrequent but lengthier 
outages. 2. Reduce customer demand for more load with 
demand side management measures. This alternative was 
evaluated in the Network Strategic Systems Plan and found 
to have negligible ability to reduce customer demand in the 
network area. 3. Increase capacity of network feeders to the 
full limit of the substations capability to deliver power. 4. 
Add measures that improve system reliability to mitigate the 
severity of any network event. 5. Add measures that 
improve customer reliability by preventing the chain of 
events leading to major customer impacts. 

1555 Utah 
Ave S 

$3,643 
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MC-CL-
YN8203 

Broad Street 
Substation - 
Network 

Rationale: Customer demand for higher loads continues. 
Capacity of the cables serving two sub-networks is near 
overload, requiring immediate attention to avoid cable 
failure and customer outages. In the next five years, 
customers are projected to exceed the capacity of cables in 
another five network subareas. This capital project 
addresses the means to serve customer demand for higher 
capacity. Reliability measures identified in the Network 
Strategic System Plan are incorporated into this capacity 
driven work. Without this critical project it is very likely that 
there will be insufficient reliable electrical capacity in the 
very near future to hook up new customers and to serve 
present customers such as the Westin building. The project 
goal increases capacity of present Broad Street Substation 
network feeder cables to their ultimate service build-out 
limit (an overall increase of just under 100 MVA) as 
determined by Broad Street Substation's transformer 
capacity. This project constructs ten vaults and ten blocks of 
duct banks, re-conductors and relocates three primary 
feeders per year, upgrades/optimizes network transformers 
as needed, reduces secondary bus ties (reduce the size of 
the secondary grid resulting in greater reliability), and 
performs ancillary work. Alternative(s): Alternatives include: 
1. Do nothing. Make no improvements to system reliability 
or additions to feeder capacity. This would allow customer 
load to continue growing without commensurate additions 
to capacity of feeders serving this area, ultimately leading to 
multiple cable failures and extended customer outages. This 
would reduce the customer reliability of the network 
systems from its present level, subjecting it to infrequent but 
lengthier outages. 2. Reduce customer demand for more 
loads with demand side management measures. This 
alternative was evaluated in the Network Strategic Systems 
Plan and found to have negligible ability to reduce customer 
demand in the network area. 3. Increase capacity of network 
feeders incrementally, as little as possible and as close to 
near-term load requirements as possible. 4. Increase 
capacity of network feeders to the full limit of the 
substations capability to deliver power. 5. Add measures 
that improve system reliability to mitigate the severity of 
any network event. 6. Add measures that improve customer 
reliability by preventing the chain of events leading to major 
customer impacts. 

319 6th AVE N $2,760 
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MC-CL-
YN8301 

First Hill - 
Network 

Rationale: At present, capacity of the cables serving the First 
Hill network is exceeded in several areas, requiring 
operation restrictions to avoid cable failure and customer 
outages. In the next few years, four or more large customer 
loads are expected to be added, exceeding the capacity of 
cables. Based on projected new loads within the First Hill 
area (Harborview and Swedish Medical Centers), the 
electrical capacity of the cables serving the sub-network will 
be exceeded, requiring immediate action to avoid cable 
failures and long costly customer outages. This project will 
provide and overall electrical capacity increase of 32.4 MVA 
for First Hill Substation customers. Alternative(s): 
Alternatives include: 1. Do nothing. Make no improvements 
to system reliability or additions to feeder capacity. This 
would allow customer load to continue growing without the 
department making commensurate additions to capacity of 
feeders serving this area. This would ultimately lead to 
multiple cable failures and extended customer outages. This 
would also leave the customer reliability of network systems 
at its present level, subject to infrequent but lengthy 
outages. 2. Reduce customer demand for more loads with 
demand side management measures. This alternative was 
evaluated in the Network Strategic System Plan and found to 
have a negligible ability to reduce customer demand in the 
network area. 3. Increase capacity of network feeders 
incrementally, as little as possible and as close to near-term 
load requirements as possible. 4. Increase capacity of 
network feeders to the full limit of the substation's capability 
to deliver power. 5. Add measures which improve system 
reliability to mitigate the severity of any network event. 6. 
Add measures which improve customer reliability by 
preventing the chain of events leading to major customer 
impacts. 

1100 Madison 
St 

$3,817 
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MC-CL-
YN8404 

Denny 
Substation - 
Network 

Rationale: This project is a result of a four years of advocacy 
by customers to make sure that the electrical distribution 
system has sufficient capacity to meet the projected loads in 
the rapidly growing area of North Downtown, and that the 
system has the reliability and voltage stability to support the 
research activities of the emerging biotech industry there. 
The principal stakeholders are the Fred Hutchinson Cancer 
Research Center, the UW School of Medicine, the Seattle 
Biomedical Research Institute, Rosetta Inpharmatics, 
ZymoGenetics, Children's Hospital and Medical Center, and 
the startups at the Accelerator Project. This five to seven 
year infrastructure project is specifically tailored and 
designed to the core needs of this business sector in the 
North Downtown area. The research activities and the 
laboratory equipment are so sensitive to system reliability 
and voltage stability that this area requires an extraordinary 
level of service from the utility. The motto is "World class 
research requires world class facilities.". The utility through 
this project is a partner in that effort. Because existing City 
Light substations cannot accommodate the new network 
feeders, this project requires the construction of a new 
North Downtown substation in a three to five year period, 
proposed as project 7757, North Downtown Substation 
Development. This network project cannot exist without the 
new substation. Alternative(s): 1. Enhance the service using 
non-network feeders from other substations. 2. Have 
individual customers invest in private reliability 
improvements. 3. Install network system in core service 
area, including the biotech industries. 4. Install network 
system throughout North Downtown area. Option 1 is not 
feasible because the availability of feeders from adjacent 
substations is limited and in question over time. Option 2 
has been tried recently, but did not meet the reliability 
needs of this set of customers. Option 3 is the 
recommended option, as it is effective in meeting the need 
and cost effective. Option 4 includes all customers in the 
area, which is not necessary and expensive. 

 Valley Street $6,995 
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MC-CL-
YN8464 

University 
Substation - 
Network 

Rationale: This project increases electrical capacity and 
reliability for University Substation customers in response to 
increased customer demand. At present, capacity of the 
cables serving the University network is exceeded in several 
areas, requiring operation restrictions to avoid cable failure 
and customer outages. In the next few years, larger 
customer loads are expected to be added, exceeding the 
capacity of cables. Based on projected new loads within the 
University area (University of Washington, Sound Transit) 
the electrical capacity of the cables serving the sub network 
will be exceeded, requiring immediate action to avoid cable 
failures and long costly customer outages. Alternative(s): 1. 
Do nothing. Make no improvements to system reliability or 
additions to feeder capacity. This would allow customer load 
to continue growing without the department making 
commensurate additions to capacity of feeders serving this 
area. This would ultimately lead to multiple cable failures 
and extended customer outages. This would also leave the 
customer reliability of the network system at its present 
level, subject to infrequent but lengthy outages. 2. Reduce 
customer demand for more loads with demand side 
management measures. This alternative was evaluated in 
the Network Strategic System Plan and found to have 
negligible ability to reduce customer demand in the network 
area. 3. Increase capacity of network feeders incrementally, 
as little as possible and as close to near term load 
requirements as possible. 4. Increase capacity of network 
feeders to the full limit of the substation's capability to 
deliver power. 5. Add measures which improve system 
reliability to mitigate the severity of any network event. 6. 
Add measures which improve customer reliability by 
preventing the chain of events leading to major customer 
impacts. 

645 NW 45Th $412 

MC-CL-
YR8322 

Dallas Ave. 26 
kV Crossing 

Rationale: Boeing and the other industrial customers in this 
area have critical facilities (e.g., Boeing wind tunnels) that 
depend on reliable power. The additional feeders assure 
reliable power supply to Boeing's operations and local 
industrial plants and residences. The Boeing Company has 
lobbied our management and the City Council to ensure that 
this line is replaced. Alternative(s): The do nothing 
alternative would leave Boeing and others with reduced 
reliability and in violation of previous SCL commitment. 

 Dallas Ave S $4,626 
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MC-CL-
YR8351 

Overhead 
Equipment 
Replacements 

Rationale: Equipment that is aging, overloaded, or of an 
outdated design poses a risk to the reliability of the system 
and could lead to unplanned outages and additional 
restoration expenses. By replacing the oldest and failing 
parts of our system, and those parts that are not made 
anymore, and we have no spare parts. We will replace items 
such as rotten and damaged cross-arms, transformers, 
hardware, old lead cable, PCB transformers, etc. By doing so, 
the system will be more maintainable and customer outages 
will be fewer and not as long. Alternative(s): The do nothing 
alternative leaves the existing system in place. As the aging 
and outdated equipment fail they will cause unplanned 
outages. This necessitates the immediate, unplanned 
replacement of these facilities. This causes hardship for the 
customers that are impacted and increased expense for City 
Light, especially if overtime is required to get the customers 
re-energized. 

System wide $47,229 

MC-CL-
YR8353 

Underground 
Equipment 
Replacements 

Rationale: Avoid unplanned outages or interruption of 
service due to equipment failure. Alternative(s): The do 
nothing alternative would allow the equipment to 
deteriorate beyond its useful life and result in increased 
outages to customers. 

System wide $28,939 

MC-CL-
YR8355 

Overhead 
Customer 
Driven Capacity 
Additions 

Rationale: This project adds capacity to the distribution 
system to accommodate increased load from new services. 
Alternative(s): The do nothing alternative leaves the existing 
system in place. New loads added to the system will 
adversely impact system reliability and voltage stability. It 
may be necessary, if the load increase is significant, to deny 
new service connections if the feeder capacity is inadequate. 

System wide $4,547 

MC-CL-
YR8356 

Overhead 
System Capacity 
Additions 

Rationale: This project adds capacity to the distribution 
system to maintain the reliability level for the existing 
customers on the system and accommodate the increased 
load from new services. Alternative(s): The do nothing 
alternative leaves the existing system in place. New loads 
added to the system will adversely impact system reliability 
and voltage stability. It may be necessary, if the load 
increase is significant, to deny new service connections if the 
feeder capacity is inadequate. 

System wide $3,410 

MC-CL-
YR8358 

Overhead 26kV 
Conversion 

Rationale: The existing 4kV equipment has lasted beyond its 
useful life and is no longer supported by manufacturers. In 
some places, the 4kV system no longer has the capacity to 
carry the system loads we are now experiencing. The system 
also demands ever increasing O&M resources. 
Alternative(s): The do nothing alternative leaves the 4kV 
system in place. The capacity concerns will remain and grow 
worse as more loads are added to the system. Obtaining 4kV 
equipment will become increasingly difficult and O&M will 
increase as the system continues to age. 

System wide $2,468 
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MC-CL-
YR8360 

Underground 
Customer 
Driven Capacity 
Additions 

Rationale: This project adds capacity to the distribution 
system to accommodate increased load from new services. 
Alternative(s): The do nothing alternative leaves the existing 
system in place. New loads added to the system will 
adversely impact system reliability and voltage stability. It 
may be necessary, if the load increase is significant, to deny 
new service connections if the feeder capacity is inadequate. 

System wide $3,429 

MC-CL-
YR8361 

Underground 
System Capacity 
Additions 

Rationale: This project adds capacity to the distribution 
system to maintain the reliability level for the existing 
customers and accommodate the increased load from new 
services. Alternative(s): The do nothing alternative leaves 
the existing system in place. New loads added to the system 
will adversely impact system reliability and voltage stability. 
It may be necessary, if the load increase is significant, to 
deny new service connections if the feeder capacity is 
inadequate. 

System wide $2,807 

MC-CL-
YR8362 

Underground 
26kV Conversion 

Rationale: This project increases capacity to deliver power to 
City Light customers, rebuilds and maintains the backbone of 
the system, saves energy by reducing transformer and line 
losses, improves quality and reliability of service to 
customers, and releases unit substation properties for better 
neighborhood uses. Alternative(s): The do nothing 
alternative leaves the 4kV system in place. The capacity 
concerns will remain and grow worse as more loads are 
added to the system. Obtaining 4kV equipment will become 
increasingly difficult and O&M will increase as the system 
continues to age. Operations and maintenance costs are not 
expected to change as a result of this project. The Capitol 
Hill Underground Ordinance area does not have capacity at 4 
kV to serve the load growth in the area, thus requiring City 
Light to install vaults, ducts and underground at 26 kV. 

System wide $1,026 
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MC-CL-
YR8425 

Distribution 
Automation 

Rationale: The new distribution switching equipment is 
capable of intelligent controls. The integration of this 
equipment into Seattle's distribution system will provide 
significant benefits and will set the stage for a Smart 
Distribution System that will become one of the main 
components of a Smart Grid. S&C Electric offers first 
generation switching equipment with compatible 
intelligence built in. Through this CIP, the Smart Distribution 
infrastructure can be designed, constructed, and operated 
until fully built out. With SMART GRID in place, operators of 
the distribution system can optimize the operation of our 
distribution system, reducing time for outage restoration 
and preventing some outages in the first place. A smart 
distribution system can also provide real time data of the 
system, maximizing the capability of the system, and may 
allow for deferment of capital expenditure. A fiber cable 
system that can support this operation has been partially 
constructed. This fiber ring project can continue and be 
expanded to provide adequate coverage for Smart Grid and 
other communication needs of Seattle City Light in the 
future. Fiber optics communication allows secure 
communications and meets NERC Cyber Security 
requirements. As the power system is changed or 
redesigned through usual needs to serve customers, 
automated switches can be installed in consonance with the 
integrated DA plan. Eventually the whole distribution system 
in Seattle Service Area would have a capability to become a 
Distribution Automation system. Alternative(s): 1. Business 
as Usual. Automatic switches will be installed as need arises. 
Power system switching will be done through manually 
operated switches. Outage restoration will depend on 
feeder patrols. 2. Expand pilot projects. Candidates are 
SODO, which is highly congested with power lines and serves 
the industrial customers, White Center & Burien areas, 
which have potential for growth, and south Duwamish 
commercial area. Include the South Lake Union area when 
the City decides to proceed with the development. 
Required? Yes. Distribution Automation needs to be a 
properly funded project. City Light will have a distribution 
system ready to deliver automation as part of a SMART GRID 
initiative. 

Citywide $3,087 
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MC-CL-
YR8452 

Pole 
Attachments 

Rationale: City Light is legally and contractually obligated to 
make space available on its facilities to government and 
private entities for communication and other purposes. 
Customers wishing to utilize space on City Light facilities are 
required to pay in advance for any necessary work required 
to provide the necessary space and minimum clearances to 
the electrical equipment. This ensures that the attachments 
meet all applicable federal, state and local safety codes. 
Customers are not allowed to make any attachments until all 
make ready work, including tree trimming, has been 
completed and the system made safe for the communication 
worker. Speed to market in the communications industry is 
critical for them to maintain their competitive advantage. 
Customers pay in advance for City Light crews to complete 
this work on overtime, without interrupting the normal 
assignments of the crews. All construction charges are 
deposited into the Light Fund. New wireless facilities and 
pole attachments generate an additional $100,000 in rental 
revenue annually. Currently $3.3 million in annual rental 
revenue is being generated and will continue to increase as 
construction and make ready work is completed. All rental 
revenue is deposited into the Light Fund. The 
communications industry and associated technology are 
growing at an astounding rate. City Light has experienced a 
375 percent increase in pole attachment applications since 
2007. All trends indicate that this growth will increase by an 
average of 24 percent annually. This does not take into 
account major initiatives such as fiber to the home, 
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), or vast expansion 
of existing networks and Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS). 
Completing the construction for make ready work and 
wireless facilities will enable City Light to fulfill its legal and 
contractual obligations to our customers. Customers will be 
provided a small measure of rate relief through increased 
revenue streams from these additions. Alternative(s): It is 
possible that some or all of this construction work could be 
outsourced to electrical utility construction companies. This 
alternative presents obstacles like logistics, compatible 
parts, quality control, and required electrical reviewers. 
These challenges negate any cost savings and sometimes 
take longer to construct. 

System wide $17,110 

MC-CL-
YS7121 

Replace 
Breakers BPA 
Covington and 
Maple Valley 
Substations 

Rationale: City Light's interconnection agreement with 
Bonneville Power makes City Light the owner of the breakers 
in the Maple Valley Yard. City Light is required by this 
agreement to make upgrades as required. The breakers are 
currently over capacity due to the addition of another 500 
kV line into the area. Alternative(s): If SCL does not replace 

 Kent $3 
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the breakers, they may be forced to do so through legal 
means due to a breach of contract. 

MC-CL-
YS7750 

Substation Plant 
Improvements 

Rationale: The Power Stations CIP Review Committee 
evaluates subprojects for this category based on cost benefit 
ratios and departmental policies. Proposed work includes 
seismic improvements to old buildings, refurbishment of 
concrete buildings, upgrades to potable water systems, and 
construction of storage facilities for materials and tools. 
Incidental work that Power Stations do to improve station 
security is also funded in this project. Alternative(s): The 
water system at the North Substation is old, deteriorating, 
and becoming unreliable for drinking and for fire protection. 
Allowing the present systems to deteriorate may endanger 
employees and further put the safety and reliability of key 
system resources at risk. Additional seismic improvements 
are planned at Broad Street substation. Refurbishment of 
concrete structures is planned at North Substation. Storage 
facilities for tools and safety protective ground cables are 
planned for Delridge and East Pine substations. There are 
several levels of alternatives for improving security at Seattle 
City Light's fourteen substations. They range from installing 
more effective perimeter fencing, to adding remote 
monitoring systems, to catch intruders. 

System wide $921 

MC-CL-
YS7751 

Substation 
Capacity 
Additions 

Rationale: We plan to design the feeder get-aways to carry 
power from substations as needed. Alternative(s): The 
alternatives to making capacity additions to existing 
substations are: 1. Accepting limitations on service to 
customers. 2. Successfully promoting voluntary power 
demand reductions. 3. Meeting capacity demand increases 
by new substations and transmission lines. 

System wide $2,239 

MC-CL-
YS7752 

Substation 
Equipment 
Improvements 

Rationale: The project includes a regular program of critical 
electrical equipment replacements at the substations, 
because this equipment becomes less reliable as it ages. The 
2005-2006 plans continue a program to provide supervisory 
control of breaker functions. This allows remote control and 
monitoring of substation equipment from the System 
Control Center, which allows the System Control Center to 
diagnose the seriousness of an equipment malfunction or 
switch equipment more quickly. This allows a faster 
response time to correct system instability or outages. 
Alternative(s): This project is where the utility funds work on 
equipment that the maintenance review process identifies 
as being more cost effective to replace or refurbish than to 
continue to maintain. A review team prioritizes 
replacements by their criticality rating. This is a figure 
provided by the System Control Center that identifies the 
components of Seattle's distribution infrastructure that are 
especially important to the system as a whole. For example, 

System wide $6,326 
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an equipment failure at Broad Street Substation may cause 
more of a problem than one at Canal Substation because it is 
not as easy to switch loads into the network grid.  

MC-CL-
YS7753 

Relaying 
Improvements 

Rationale: Relays are protective devices that guard system 
components when electrical equipment fails. When a relay 
senses a problem with a major piece of equipment, it opens 
the circuit flowing to that component and isolates it from 
the rest of the electrical system. This protects the rest of the 
distribution system from potentially cascading effects if one 
part fails to operate properly. Recent technological advances 
in relay and protection equipment and software allow 
remote control and documentation of system events. The 
work plan includes installing digital fault recorder (DFR) 
equipment and software at the substations. City Light is 
changing electro-mechanical relay components to electronic, 
programmable devices. This will make it easier to detect and 
manage equipment problems. Alternative(s): Almost every 
change out of high voltage substation equipment requires 
that its relay and metering be reset and modified. Not 
continuing to have a significant relay improvement program 
would keep us using old technology that is not maintained 
by its manufacturers. 

System wide $5,275 

MC-CL-
YS7755 

Substations 
Demand Driven 
Improvements 

Rationale: Requests from other agencies typically occur 
without enough notice to be included in the biennial 
budgeting process. The Power Stations Division budgets a 
nominal sum for each year to cover requests and to request 
spending authority. Alternative(s): The alternative to 
implementing regional demands is failing to meet City 
commitments to regional agreements. 

System wide $1 
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MC-CL-
YS7756 

Interbay 
Substation - 
Development 

Rationale: The Broad Street Substation is reaching its 
capacity to serve the network and the growing South Lake 
Union neighborhood. The limiting factor is an inability to 
construct additional underground feeders to carry electrical 
current in to the area. The existing 26 kV distribution system 
and substations are becoming overloaded and a new 26-kV 
substation will feed the areas load growth. The 115 kV ring 
bus work at Broad Street and Canal Substations will provide 
the connections to the transmission system. The new 
substations will provide 10 to 15 new 26 kV getaways, 
adding to the distribution network and providing a new path 
for power to the area. Because City Light already owns 
property for a station in Interbay, it is the nearest 
opportunity we have to add capacity in the western part of 
the service area that will off-load demand from the Broad 
Street Substation for the South Lake Union district. 
Developers who are interested in projects in the SLU district 
want to know that City Light will be able to serve their needs 
reliably. Alternative(s): 1. Not build the new substation. 2. 
Option one build: Contract out the design and construction 
3. Option two build: Have City Light design and integrate the 
facility into the distribution system, and construct the 
facility. It requires at least 36 months to site, contract for 
design, construct, and energize a distribution substation. 
There are several alternatives such as installing distributed 
generation facilities to meet load growth. City Light has 
considered constructing additional transmission corridors 
from the University Substation and/or Canal Substation. 
Both alternatives require crossing a body of water, which are 
expensive options even if environmental challenges do not 
delay or halt progress. Given the recognized growth in South 
Lake Union, City Light selected the most cost effective and 
achievable option - constructing a station at Interbay to 
serve the growing load in that part of the service territory. 

 17th Ave 
West 

$86 

MC-CL-
YS7776 

Substation 
Transformer 
Replacements 

Rationale: To replace aging substation transformers before 
they fail in service. Alternative(s): The alternative is to accept 
the risk of a transformer failure and the consequent added 
cost and time for emergency replacement. 

2136 N 163rd 
St, Shoreline 

$2,918 

MC-CL-
YS7779 

Substation 
Breaker 
Replacements 
and Reliability 
Additions 

Rationale: To replace aging substation circuit breakers 
before they fail in service. Alternative(s): The alternative is 
to accept the risk of a transformer failure and the 
consequent added cost and time for emergency 
replacement. 

System wide $5,656 
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MC-CL-
YS7783 

Substations Oil 
Containment 

Rationale: The rationale of this project is to get City Light 
into compliance with the Clean Water Act regulations (Title 
40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 112) which require 
that oil containment measures be taken that will prevent oil 
spills into any streams or open bodies of water. During 
preparation of the Oil Spill Plans required by the regulations, 
a comparison of existing oil containment facilities was made 
with the recently revised (August 2002) regulations, which 
resulted in discovery of instances at 11 of our substations of 
design problems or capacity problems that should be 
resolved to fully meet the regulations. Substation Scope of 
Recommended Oil Containment: (Scott McLean's project 
estimates) Duwamish Sub - Add oil containment at the bus 
bays and potential transformers. Major issues are proximity 
to the Duwamish River, which with porous soils raises the 
prospect of an oil spill finding its way to groundwater and 
into the river in a short period of time. Broad Sub - Remedy 
the insufficient capacity of the oil containment system and 
lack of impervious sumps. Major issue with the existing 
system is that spilled oil can overflow the undersized unlined 
sumps into the combined yard drain sys (i.e. combined 
drainage and oil containment system) and from there into 
City drains. There is no oil containment in the E yard. 
Improve the system or set up a contingency plan. Bothell 
Sub 1. Provide lining for the currently unlined sumps at 
transformers and OCBs, and provide for separating the oil 
containment system from the drainage system. Major issues 
include unlined sumps; no oil containment for oil tanks at 
west side next to wetland, combined drainage/oil 
containment system can spread an oil spill into the yard 
gravel. 2. Retrofit with impervious sumps at bulk storage 
tanks with normally closed valve. 3. Pipe 3 CBs at SW yard to 
MH with OSV. East Pine Sub - Remedy the undersized 
combined oil containment system, which has the potential 
of overflowing i Alternative(s): 1. Implement improvements 
recommended by Oil Spill Plans as soon as possible, to 
obtain compliance with the applicable federal regulations 
(Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 112). 2. 
Implement recommended improvements over a phased 
period of time, to obtain compliance with the applicable 
federal regulations (Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, 
Part 112), giving priority to the sites of highest 
environmental risk. This is the selected alternative. 3. Do 
nothing. 

System wide $245 
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MC-CL-
YS8424 

Substation 
Automation 

Rationale: Seattle City Light's (SCL) remote monitoring and 
control of critical substation equipment from our system 
control center dates from the 1970s, when SCL led the 
industry's development. The basic configuration in each 
substation is unchanged since those early days. The 
configuration consists of a Remote Terminal Unit (RTU), 
which collects electric system measurements and status; 
forwards them promptly to the control center; conveys 
power dispatcher commands back to the substation to 
operate high voltage switches and circuit breakers for 
electric system reconfiguration in real time. Industry 
developments and the toll of decades have made necessary 
the upgrade of this system. The existing Remote Terminal 
Unit equipment is 40 years old, wearing out and cannot be 
replaced in kind because the equipment is no longer 
manufactured. It has insufficient capacity to address the 
needs of added substation sensors and controls, cannot 
offer the computerized capabilities of new technology, 
cannot support automation of the distribution system 
feeders radiating from the substations, is too slow to meet 
the speed requirements of new control applications, is 
energy inefficient and cannot support modern demands of 
sophisticated asset management of expensive high-voltage 
equipment, and it doesn't provide the insight into the 
operation of the substation that today's staff could be using 
to improve operation and maintenance practices. Further, 
an RTU failure will significantly affect the operation of the 
Automatic Generation Control (AGC) at the EMS. The AGC 
relies heavily on the RTU for accurate data acquisition of real 
time power flow on transmission lines to neighboring 
utilities, comprising the Western Interconnection governed 
by the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC). The 
AGC enables the proper allocation of a pool of power 
generation to the appropriate load required by each utility 
customer. Loss of AGC due to RTU failure will in turn cause 
fines from the appropriat Alternative(s): Option I - Replace at 
Failure: This strategy poses significant business risk that will 
grow as the equipment ages. Currently, the average age is 
about 40 years old. This analysis assumes that this 
equipment will fail at an increasing rate at or before 
reaching 60 years old. The current technology can no longer 
be replaced or maintained because it is no longer 
manufactured. When the RTU fails, it will take one year to 
replace and require one year of manual operation, which 
adds approximately $1Million of additional labor costs above 
the $1.3 Million planned cost of replacement. Should SCL 
lose more than 2 RTUs in one year, it would take longer to 
replace and require more labor to manually operate the 

System wide $1,270 
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substations. However, replacing this equipment with 
modern technology will set the foundation to support future 
smart grid applications like AMI (Advanced Metering 
Infrastructure), OMS(Outage Management System), Asset 
Management applications, Distribution Automation, and 
reactive power management, to name a few. It will also 
allow SCL to meet future NERC compliance requirements for 
substation equipment and install intrusion control measures 
for substation security. Option II - Preferred Option: Planned 
RTU Replacement over 7 Years at a rate of 2 per year. This 
option will: Remove existing RTU. Install new server systems 
in every substation. Install supervisory control of feeders (30 
feeders for each station) that serve network loads to allow 
remote control of feeder breakers from the EMS. Install 
group control of network feeders to enable load restoration 
in case of a sub-network or total substation outages. Install 
new annunciators and monitors for productive operator 
interfaces. Two other options were discussed but not 
pursued for this analysis. One alternative considered adding 
a server to each substation over 7 years, but did not propose 
to connect it. 

MC-CL-
YT7011 

Transmission 
Capacity 

Rationale: The capacity of the system is based on winter and 
summer peaks, weather conditions, and N-1 criteria. 
Additional capacity shall be added to meet the planning 
criteria for power delivery of new load demand. 
Alternative(s): If transmission lines are overloaded, overhead 
wires could sag beyond National Electric Safety Code 
clearances causing an unsafe condition, and underground 
lines could exceed the insulation's temperature rating 
causing damage to the cable. In order to avoid these 
situations from overload, which could cause long term 
outages; shorter term load shedding would be used. 

System wide $17 

MC-CL-
YT7104 

Transmission 
Reliability 

Rationale: As structures, insulators and conductors reach 
their end-of-life expectancy and need to be replaced to 
maintain existing systems. To meet the National Electric 
Reliability Council and Western Electricity Coordinating 
Council reliability criteria, it is necessary to add additional 
transmission lines that are not capacity driven. Wood poles 
will have a shorter replacement life of approximately 40-60 
years depending on condition assessment. Alternative(s): 
Allow the lines to fail before replacing them. This can cause a 
dangerous safety issue and will reduce the availability of the 
system at unscheduled and inopportune times. The August 
2003 East Coast blackout has shown that inattention to the 
transmission system has large implications. 

System wide $2,250 
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MC-CL-
YT7105 

Transmission 
Inter-Agency 

Rationale: Seattle City Light is required to relocate facilities 
at the request of other agencies. Drivers for the relocations 
are road realignments, construction of facilities, regional 
upgrades, and changes in lighting. Inter-agency projects may 
or may not be reimbursable depending on real estate 
drivers. Alternative(s): Do not meet other agencies needs 
and potentially delay local, state, or regional construction 
programs. If interagency agreements are not met, there are 
usually contractual, permit, or franchise rights involved, 
which could lead to litigation. 

System wide $642 

MC-CL-
YT7125 

Denny 
Substation 
Transmission 
Lines 

Rationale: No Rationale Provided. Alternative(s): No 
Alternatives Provided. 

System wide $227 

MC-CL-
YT8461 

Transmission 
Line Inductor 
Installation 

Rationale: Rationale: This project is based upon a 
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between Bonneville 
Power Administration (BPA), Puget Sound Energy (PSE), and 
Seattle City Light (SCL), aimed at improving the reliability of 
the regional electric grid in the Puget Sound Area Northern 
Intertie (PSANI). Since the early 2000's, BPA has limited 
energy transfers between the Puget Sound area and Canada 
due to congestion in the Puget Sound Area. This project will 
reduce congestion and upgrade the reliability of the 
transmission system, reducing the risk of region-wide 
customer power outages in the future. Objectives for this 
project include: 1. Install series inductors on the 
Massachusetts to Union to Broad (MA-US-BR) and Denny to 
Broad (DN-BR) 115kV Underground Transmission Cable Lines 
in the downtown Seattle Transmission System by 2017. 2. 
Complete all Transmission System Improvements within the 
2013 - 2018 CIP Forecast and Budget. 3. Complete all agreed 
upon Transmission System Improvements per the MOA by 
the end of 2017. 4. Complete necessary upgrades to existing 
substation and transmission equipment or structures to 
support Seattle City Light's 2013 - 2018 Strategic Plan 
Initiative for Transmission System Improvements. Project 
Goals: 1. Enhance customer experience and service reliability 
for SCL customers. 2. Reinforce transmission interties and 
interconnections with PSE and BPA. 3. Improve SCL asset 
strengths and load capacity on existing transmission 
systems. 4. Reduce the risk of region-wide customer power. 
Alternative(s): City Light belongs to the Columbia Grid, a 
regional transmission planning organization. SCL and other 
Columbia Grid members considered alternatives such as new 
phase shifting transformers, 500kV transmission lines, and 
additional underground cables. The goal of the regional 
analysis was to minimize costs and impacts using a one-
utility approach for solving the transmission congestion 

System wide $8,164 
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issues. The selected projects were chosen after two years of 
transmission system studies and analysis. The 2011 report 
can be found in City of Seattle Ordinance 123779, as an 
attachme nt with a table of the alternatives considered. 

MC-CL-
ZL8377 

Transportation 
Streetlights 

Rationale: 2010 EMS Streetlighting that SCL owns may need 
to be relocated for transportation purposes, just as other 
SCL facilities. Often SCL will pay to move all types of its 
facilities if a project is deemed a Transportation Project. 
Utilizing SDOT as the design and construction management 
consultant allows SCL to avoid being in the critical path of 
transportation projects. It also allows for leveraging 
engineering staff. Alternative(s): The do nothing alternative 
would hamper transportation projects and cause delays to 
the public. 

System wide $5,601 

MC-CL-
ZL8378 

Streetlights: 
Arterial, 
Residential and 
Floodlights 

Rationale: Streetlights and floodlights are provided in public 
right of way, and on private property, for either public or 
private benefit. Often these lights are attached on existing 
City Light wood poles, but they may also be installed on 
separate metal poles, depending on the application. City 
Light owns the arterial and non-arterial lighting systems 
throughout the City of Seattle per Ordinance 119497. In 
other jurisdictions, franchise agreements may dictate City 
Light's requirement to support lighting needs. City Light has 
historically provided the resources to install street lighting. 
These capital costs are then reimbursed by the requesting 
party through monthly billing according to Seattle Municipal 
Code 21.49.060, Schedule T, Option C. Alternative(s): The do 
nothing alternative would deny new lighting, a service 
authorized by ordinance. In residential areas, public safety 
would remain at present levels. Along arterials, the existing 
aging system would deteriorate beyond usefulness and lag 
behind improved lighting standards. 

System wide $7,197 

MC-CL-
ZL8441 

Streetlight LED 
Conversion 
Program 

Rationale: 2010 EMS - This project will reduce annually 
energy consumption by 40% (for those lights replaced), 
provide Greenhouse Gas Avoidance of 5,446 metric tons of 
carbon per year, and reduce maintenance cost of the 
Utility's streetlight system. The savings in energy and 
maintenance costs will pay for the initial investment within 
the life of the new system. The overall goal of this project is 
to improve customer service and reduce cost. With a total 
system conversion, it is estimated that annual operating 
costs will be reduced from $10,180,213.59 per year to 
$6,510,231.31 per year. Debt service for system conversion 
capital cost may be made with these savings. Through 2011, 
20,000 cobrahead residential fixtures have been installed. In 
2012, residential conversion will take place from the 
southern border of City Light's service area to Brandon St. 
The 2013 conversion effort includes residential and minor 

Citywide $2,250 
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collector arterials in Zone 2 (250 watt High Pressure Sodium 
replacements), from Brandon St to Denny Way. Complete 
conversion of the residential streetlights completion 
anticipated by the end of 2014. Arterial cobrahead luminaire 
conversion will continue through 2017. Ornamental LED 
conversion anticipated through 2021. Alternative(s): No 
Alternatives Provided. 

MC-CL-
ZL8481 

Seattle 
Waterfront 
Streetlight 
Installation 

Rationale: No Rationale Provided. Alternative(s): No 
Alternatives Provided. 

1312 Western 
AVE 

$365 

MC-CL-
ZS8054 

Meter Additions Rationale: Background: Of the 400,000 meters in City Light's 
metering system, approximately 80,000 are older than 30 
years. City Light's Rates Unit estimates that replacing the 
meters would result in an increase in revenues of more than 
$450,000 annually. City Light has a fiduciary responsibility to 
continually update the metering system. Due to continuous 
budget constraints, both in labor and material, targets of 
10,000 obsolete meter exchanges were reduced in 2000, 
2006 and 2008 to our current level of 5300, thus the backlog 
of older meters continues to increase. Methodology: New 
Service Installations: Over the past 9 years, new or upgraded 
services have averaged 5,500 a year. Material budgeting was 
based on a 2006 to 2008 average and current labor figures. 
These project funds support the demands of new 
construction and upgraded services. Obsolete Meter 
Exchange: The life cycle of a meter is 30 years based on the 
electro-mechanical meter. However, current and future 
electronic technology may reduce this life-span up to 50%. 
Older meters slow with age, resulting in a loss of revenue to 
the Department. Obsolete meters can account for up to 3 
percent loss in department revenue. The Technical Metering 
Unit expects to exchange 10,000 obsolete meters annually 
starting in 2013 through 2016. Alternative(s): 1. Continue to 
replace obsolete meters at current level of 5,300 annually. 
City Light could not accurately bill for electrical 
consumption. Incur loss of City Light revenue due to slow 
meters. Results in increasing backlog of meters over 30 years 
old. Increased future utility costs due to replacing obsolete 
meters at an accelerated pace with higher labor and 
material costs. 2. Continue to replace obsolete meters at 
higher level of 10,000 annually. Increase number of 
customers who receive accurate and timely bills. Reduce loss 
of utility revenues due to slow meters. Avoid higher cost of 
meter replacement when meters fail. 

System wide $4,151 
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MC-CL-
ZS8350 

Overhead 
Outage 
Replacements 

Rationale: During unplanned outages, work often must be 
done that requires the complete replacement, rather than 
repair just one piece of equipment that is normally 
capitalized. This includes poles and transformers. This 
project is intended to capture those expenditures. 
Alternative(s): During an unplanned outage, feeder switching 
will restore most, if not all of the affected customers. The do 
nothing alternative possibly leaves the few affected 
customers without power. The system also remains in its 
damaged condition which severely limits the flexibility to 
switch the feeders to allow for other outages, both planned 
and unplanned. Planned outages are needed to 
accommodate line moves and other system work. 

System wide $1,162 

MC-CL-
ZS8352 

Underground 
Outage 
Replacements 

Rationale: During unplanned outages, work often must be 
done that requires the complete replacement rather than 
repair just one piece of equipment that is normally 
capitalized. This includes cable and transformers. When 
there are no customer outages, the goal is to restore the 
system to its normal configuration within two months, 
unless customer driven construction mandates an earlier 
deadline or the magnitude of the scope of the outage makes 
this impractical. Alternative(s): During an unplanned outage, 
feeder switching will restore most, if not all, of the affected 
customers. The do nothing alternative possibly leaves the 
few affected customers without power. The system also 
remains in its damaged condition which severely limits the 
flexibility to switch the feeders to allow for other outages, 
both planned and unplanned. 

System wide $2,563 

MC-CL-
ZS8363 

Network 
Additions and 
Services: Broad 
Street 
Substation 

Rationale: The Broad Street Substation Network Additions 
and Services project connects approximately five small, four 
medium, and five large properties costing $4.6 million and 
performs capacity additions work associated with service 
connections. These connections include condominiums, 
office buildings, medical facilities, hotels, and commercial 
and apartment buildings. Alternative(s): No Alternatives 
Provided. 

319 6th AV N $9,637 

MC-CL-
ZS8364 

Network 
Additions and 
Services: First 
Hill, 
Massachusetts, 
Union & 
University 

Rationale: This Network Additions and Services project for 
the customers in the First Hill, Massachusetts, Union, and 
University District network areas provides service 
connections to approximately nine small, five medium, and 
four large properties costing $3.5 million. These connections 
include condominiums, office buildings, medical facilities, 
hotels, and commercial and apartment buildings. 
Alternative(s): No Alternatives Provided. 

1555 Utah AV 
S 

$8,204 
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*Amounts in thousands of dollars. 
2024-2029 Proposed Capital Improvement Program 

MC-CL-
ZS8365 

Large Overhead 
and 
Underground 
Services 

Rationale: There is a continuous demand for additional 
electric power services as new construction and renovation 
work occurs. Seattle City Light provides service to new 
customers in a safe, reliable, timely, and cost effective 
manner as a means to fulfill its commitment to be a 
customer and community focused organization. 
Alternative(s): Each service connection may have unique 
aspects that would require or facilitate design, construction, 
and financing alternatives. Seattle City Light will fully 
consider alternatives as a means to fulfill its commitment to 
be a customer and community-focused organization. 

System wide $5,335 

MC-CL-
ZS8366 

Medium 
Overhead and 
Underground 
Services 

Rationale: There is a continuous demand for additional 
electric power services as new construction and renovation 
work occurs. Seattle City Light provides service to new 
customers in a safe, reliable, timely, and cost-effective 
manner as a means to fulfill its commitment to be a 
customer and community focused organization. 
Alternative(s): Each service connection may have unique 
aspects that would require or facilitate design, construction, 
and financing alternatives. Seattle City Light will fully 
consider alternatives as a means to fulfill its commitment to 
be a customer and community-focused organization. 

System wide $22,701 

MC-CL-
ZS8367 

Small Overhead 
and 
Underground 
Services 

Rationale: There is a continuous demand for additional 
electric power services as new construction and renovation 
work occurs. Seattle City Light provides service to new 
customers in a safe, reliable, timely, and cost-effective 
manner as a means to fulfill its commitment to be a 
customer and community focused organization. 
Alternative(s): Each service connection may have unique 
aspects that would require or facilitate design, construction, 
and financing alternatives. Seattle City Light will fully 
consider alternatives as a means to fulfill its commitment to 
be a customer and community-focused organization. 

System wide $7,839 

MC-CL-
ZS8379 

Normal 
Emergency 

Rationale: This project will collect costs related to the annual 
storm invoked work orders, which results in more accurate 
accounting for weather related and other emergency outage 
situations and leads to better planning for similar future 
events. SCL traditionally has budgeted for these events in 
the Outage capital project. This did not allow us to easily 
account for emergencies versus billed work, such as car and 
pole accidents. Separating these charges will allow us to 
track costs and feasibly plan for future emergency situations. 
Alternative(s): To continue to mix emergency and non-
emergency work in the Outage capital project. This project 
does not add a body of work but clarifies the accounting for 
it. 

System wide $1,231 
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2024-2029 Proposed Capital Improvement Program 

MC-CL-
ZS8380 

Major 
Emergency 

Rationale: This project will collect costs related to 
emergency work. This will result in more accurate 
accounting for weather related and other emergency outage 
situations. This project does not add a body of work but 
clarifies the accounting for it. SCL traditionally has budgeted 
for these events in the Outage capital projects. This did not 
allow us to easily account for emergencies versus billed work 
such as car and pole accidents. Separating these charges will 
allow us to track costs and feasibly plan for future 
emergency situations. Alternative(s): To continue to mix 
emergency and non-emergency work in the Outage capital 
projects. 

System wide $3,000 

MC-CL-
ZS8405 

Network 
Additions and 
Services - Denny 

Rationale: This is a mandated project that provides electrical 
service connections and related improvements in response 
to requests for service from customers. The project provides 
targeted civil and electrical design assistance to customers 
to connect existing and proposed buildings to the North 
Downtown network system. The conversion effort is quite 
large since we are installing a new network in this area. It is 
imperative to participate in early design discussions with 
customers building in the area. For existing buildings, the 
conversions to network service are complicated and require 
expert assistance. This project provides service connections 
to biotech industry, condominiums, office buildings, medical 
facilities, hotels, and commercial and apartment buildings. 
Alternative(s): 1. Do nothing. 2. Hook up customers as they 
request. Option 2 is recommended as it is most compatible 
with our mission of customer service. 

 Valley Street $4,307 
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MC-CL-
ZT8307 

Alaskan Way 
Viaduct and 
Seawall 
Replacement - 
Utility 
Relocations 

Rationale: The Alaskan Way Viaduct replacement includes a 
complex transmission and network/non-network relocation, 
design and construction, and is on a fast track. This work is 
integrated and required by the broader transportation 
project. The externally generated project and schedule 
includes significant electrical relocation work in the near 
term that will extend for over a decade. The utility is 
required to relocate for transportation relocated projects. 
The City's overall plan for the Alaskan Way Viaduct project 
includes utility funded relocations for the viaduct 
replacement and for rebuilding the Seawall. The series of 
subprojects that make up the Alaskan Way Viaduct 
replacement have opportunities for system improvements 
that will also be funded under this program. For most of the 
subprojects in the Alaskan Way Viaduct project, utility 
relocations will lead the construction. Therefore any delay in 
accomplishing SCL work will result in delays along the overall 
projects critical path. While the designs & construction 
schedules for the various subprojects in the Alaskan Way 
Viaduct program are being sequenced and detail design is 
underway for the immediate projects, the central waterfront 
elements of the overall project are beyond this budget cycle 
and are still in the preliminary design phases. Alternative(s): 
The Alaskan Way Viaduct program provides the utility with a 
combination of obligations and opportunities for system 
improvements over the next 6 years. The Alaskan Way 
Viaduct program will likely be the City's primary construction 
focus as its various projects impact traffic and roadway 
construction, seawall stabilization, and urban design on the 
waterfront. Seattle City Light facility relocations will be a 
part of each of these projects. The global nature of the 
Viaduct Program also provides the opportunity to make 
system improvements that will provide for increased 
reliability and capacity for our customers. For example, work 
in the south end will include system improvements that will 
increase feeder capacity and reliability for Port customers. 
Undergrounding of transmission lines near Broad Sub are 
being done as part of an overall SDOT street improvement 
with costs shared based on a negotiated MOA with SDOT. 
The return of Aurora, north of Harrison Street to a city 
street, and the decommissioning of the Battery Street 
Tunnel provides an opportunity to extend ducts and vault 
across Aurora to help provide system capability to the NODO 
area. 

 SR 99 / 
Battery St 

$109 
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MC-CL-
ZT8369 

Overhead and 
Underground 
Relocations 

Rationale: This project provides the means to move City 
Light system infrastructure, located in the public right-of-
way for transportation projects, including street widening 
and street vacation projects. This means moving distribution 
lines to make way for construction of buildings, bridges, 
airport runways, tunnels, and for other utilities. This project 
moves electrical lines to accommodate or take advantage of 
transportation-related projects being constructed by other 
agencies. The project builds new and replaces old line 
segments, installs and replaces poles, and adds or renovates 
underground facilities to the distribution system, as 
necessary, to relocate distribution systems for 
transportation projects, street vacations, or other projects 
proposed by outside (non-City Light) agencies. Some 
projects are paid for by City Light and some are paid for by 
the requesting agencies. This project provides the means to 
move the system for transportation projects in the public 
right of way, including street widening and street vacation 
projects. Alternative(s): The do nothing alternative leaves 
the distribution of facilities in their current location, which 
would interfere with the projects of the other agencies. 

System wide $9,358 

MC-CL-
ZT8470 

Center City 
Connector 
Streetcar City 
Light 

Rationale: This SDOT project was initially proposed as the 1st 
Ave Streetcar project in 2009, but was deferred in favor of 
the 1st Hill Connector line. It is now being proposed as part 
of a wider mobility improvement initiative to be 
implemented along with the Alaskan Way Viaduct program. 
Alternative(s): Since this transportation relocation work is 
required, the "do nothing" alternative does not apply. Given 
the importance of SCL's infrastructure in the proposed 
project area, SCL engineering & project management will 
work with SDOT & contracting personnel to insure that the 
project design chosen has minimal impact on SCL customers 
& ratepayers while meeting the overall project's goals. 

City Wide $10 

MC-CL-
ZT8471 

Sound Transit 
Lynnwood - City 
Light 

Rationale: See alternatives. This is a legally required 
relocations project for SCL. Alternative(s): The Sound Transit 
Lynwood Link project is a mandatory distribution system 
relocations project for SCL. Pursuant to SCL's status as a 
utility operating in the public transportation right-of-way, 
SCL is required by Washington State law to facilitate 
construction of new transportation projects by other 
agencies, such as Sound Transit. Therefore, this is not an 
optional project for SCL. 

City Wide $144 
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Seattle Department of Transportation 

Project 
ID 

Project Name Project Capacity Location  2024 
Budget*  

MC-TR-
C013 

RapidRide J Line This project will increase the person-carrying capacity of 
Seattle’s transportation network and of the regional transit 
network. 

Various $39,707  

MC-TR-
C019 

Neighborhood 
Traffic Control 
Program 

This program will install traffic calming devices on 
neighborhood streets. 

Citywide $654  

MC-TR-
C020 

New Traffic 
Signals 

This project will install new traffic signals to improve traffic 
flow, reduce the frequency and severity of traffic accidents, 
and support pedestrian activity. 

Citywide $781  

MC-TR-
C021 

Next Generation 
Intelligent 
Transportation 
Systems (ITS) 

This project will install new Intelligent Transportation System 
equipment to improve traffic flow. 

Citywide $1,323  

MC-TR-
C029 

Transit Corridor 
Improvements 

This program implements projects that improve transit 
speed, reliability, access, and convenience, consistent with 
the Transit Master Plan. 

Citywide $4,055  

MC-TR-
C030 

Northgate 
Bridge and Cycle 
Track 

This program will design and build pedestrian and bicycle 
improvements in order to increase safety and improve 
access to transit modes. 

 Multiple $2,320  

MC-TR-
C034 

3rd Avenue 
Corridor 
Improvements 

This project will increase the person-carrying capacity of 
Seattle's transportation network and of the regional transit 
network. 

 3rd AVE $3,200  

MC-TR-
C041 

Non-Arterial 
Street 
Resurfacing and 
Restoration 

This project is consistent with the priority placed on basic 
services and asset preservation, and protects the City’s 
capital investment in non-arterial asphalt and concrete 
streets. City crews budgeted against this work are also those 
who respond to emergency events. 

Citywide $2,390  

MC-TR-
C047 

Freight Spot 
Improvement 
Program 

This project will improve mobility. Specific projects and the 
corresponding impacts on capacity are still to be 
determined. 

Citywide $3,114  

MC-TR-
C050 

Urban Forestry 
Capital 
Establishment 

The initial estimate for establishment provided by SDOT 
Urban Forestry as a component of the Org Based Budget is 
subject to confirmation near the end of construction to 
ensure support to complete the 3-year establishment for 
trees and associated planting installed by the project. This 
coordination between SDOT Urban Forestry and CP&RS 
supports the close out capital projects in timely manner. 

Citywide $479  
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MC-TR-
C051 

Madison BRT - 
RapidRide G Line 

This project will increase the person-carrying capacity of 
Seattle's transportation network and of the regional transit 
network. 

Madison 
ST/Alaskan 
Way/Martin 
Luther King 
Junior W 

$32,334  

MC-TR-
C062 

Bike Master Plan 
- Protected Bike 
Lanes 

This program will install bike lanes and bicycle route signing, 
and complete links or reconstruct key sections of urban trails 
in order to increase bicycle safety and access. 

Citywide $17,377  

MC-TR-
C064 

Vision Zero This project will upgrade existing signals and signs, and 
install new ADA ramps, and pedestrian safety 
improvements. 

Citywide $6,648  

MC-TR-
C072 

Alaskan Way 
Main Corridor 

The program will construct a new Alaskan Way surface 
street and public space. 

Various $28,857  

MC-TR-
C087 

SR-520 Project This project will provide for the planning, design and EIS 
review on the SR 520 bridge replacement. 

SR-520 $1,971  
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Seattle Parks and Recreation 

Project 
ID 

Project Name Project Capacity Location  2024 
Budget*  

MC-PR-
21001 

Park Land 
Acquisition and 
Leverage Fund 

This project will add acreage to Seattle's total park land 
acreage. 

Citywide $1,686  

MC-PR-
21003 

New Park 
Development 

This project will add 14 developed parks for active recreation 
to help meet the City's parks and open space goals. 

Citywide $7,369  

MC-PR-
21004 

Activating and 
Connecting to 
Greenways 

This project will increase the number of miles of safe 
pedestrian routes for all ages. 

Citywide $251  

MC-PR-
41029 

Parks Upgrade 
Program 

Capacity will depend on the project scopes that will be the 
subject of additional citizen review consistent with the Parks 
Department's Public Involvement Policies. 

Citywide $808  

MC-PR-
41036 

Public Restroom 
Renovations 

ADA access will be improved.  Multiple $2,480  

MC-PR-
41038 

Loyal Heights 
Community 
Center 
Renovation 

The ADA improvements and other renovations will help the 
center increase its programming and rental offerings. 

2101 N 77th 
ST 

$750  

MC-PR-
41039 

Play Area 
Renovations 

The project improves the safety and usability of the play 
areas, ensuring that Seattle's children can have a safe and 
enjoyable place to play. 

 Multiple $2,281  
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Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation 
Project ID: MC-PR-21001

Project Title: Park Land Acquisition and Leverage Fund

Location: Citywide

2024 Proposed Budget: 1,686,142 

Description: 

This ongoing project provides funds for land acquisition, leveraging 
capital projects, pre-acquisition activities (including planning, title 
searches, appraisals, negotiations, and community involvement), 
associated with acquisitions of specified real property, and related 
work. The project also serves as a match to leverage other funding 
sources such as King County Conservation Futures. 

Project ID: MC-PR-21002

Project Title: Park CommUNITY Fund

Location: Citywide

2024 Proposed Budget: 3,235,090 

Description: 

This ongoing project provides funding to support community-initiated 
improvement or upgrade projects to parks and facilities; with a focus 
on neighborhoods with a history of racial disparities regarding access 
to green space and safety from environmental harms. No match is 
required from community groups applying for this funding. Seattle 
Parks and Recreation will develop and administer a process by which 
projects will be selected and funding recommendations made to the 
Superintendent by the Board of Parks and Recreation Commissioners 
(BPRC).  This funding can be used as seed funding for outside grants 
and private fundraising, to support initial feasibility work, or 
implement small responsive improvements in collaboration with 
communities. This project number was formerly used for the Major 
Projects Challenge Fund and Equitable Park Development Fund. 
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2024-2029 Proposed Capital Improvement Program 

Project ID: MC-PR-21007

Project Title: Parks Central Waterfront Piers Rehabilitation

Location: Alaskan Way

2024 Proposed Budget: 22,273,000 

Description: 

The Waterfront Park and Pier 62/63 are public park facilities that 
provide public access to Elliott Bay and host a range of public events, 
markets and performances. Both piers need a full seismic upgrade to 
meet current life safety codes, and Waterfront Park needs significant 
access improvements. Waterfront Park is envisioned as a flexible 
public recreation and open space. Pier 62/63 is anticipated to be more 
heavily programmed, with a flexible activity rink, events, and 
performances. The Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) owns 
the piers, but the Office of the Waterfront will lead the rehabilitation. 
The Pier 62/63 Phase 1 Rebuild was substantially complete in July 2020 
with Pier 62 now operational, the next phase will demolish Pier 63. 
This project is part of the overall Central Waterfront program. 
(Interfund Loan will be repaid with Local Improvement District Bonds.) 

Project ID: MC-PR-31002

Project Title: 
Aquarium - Pier 59 Piling Replacement and Aquarium Redevelopment
Debt Service

Location: 1483 Alaskan Wy

2024 Proposed Budget: 1,649,050  

Description: 

This project supports debt service payments on 20-year Limited Tax 
General Obligation (LTGO) bonds that were issued in 2005 to pay for 
the replacement of the entire pier piling system of Pier 59, interior 
infrastructure improvements, and development of portions of the 
Aquarium by the Seattle Aquarium Society. The pier and Aquarium 
work was part of an overall plan to repair and redevelop the Aquarium 
and the Central Waterfront area, and to construct a new Aquarium 
entrance, exhibits, and visitor services on a portion of the pier. This 
work enhanced and extended the useful life of Pier 59 and the 
Aquarium. 
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2024-2029 Proposed Capital Improvement Program 
 

 Project ID: MC-PR-41001  

 Project Title: Major Maintenance and Asset Management  

 Location:  Citywide  

 2024 Proposed Budget:  25,429,597   

 

Description:  

This ongoing project provides funding for asset renewal in parks and 
recreation facilities citywide, including athletic fields, play areas, 
swimming pools, trails, buildings, accessibility elements, outdoor 
infrastructure, and related work. This project also funds integrated 
asset management to track and forecast long-term asset and 
maintenance needs.  Typical major maintenance improvements may 
include, but are not limited to renovating buildings, Americans with 
Disabilities (ADA) access improvements, replacing play area structures, 
forest, landscape, trail maintenance and improvements, swimming 
pool repairs, athletic field refurbishment, and installation of energy 
efficient lighting, and related major maintenance work. These projects 
will address health and safety codes, extend the life of the asset, 
improve access for all, reduce energy costs, reclaim Parks property, 
and improve the overall park experience for the public. 
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2024-2029 Proposed Capital Improvement Program 
 

 
Seattle Department of Transportation  

 Project ID: MC-TR-C018  

 Project Title: Neighborhood Large Projects  

 Location:  Citywide  

 2024 Proposed Budget:  3,658,284   

 

Description:  

This program enhances the safety, quality and condition of the 
pedestrian and neighborhood environments. Typical improvements 
may include, but are not limited to, sidewalk construction, repairs and 
replacement, installation of curb bulbs or other traffic calming devices, 
and improvements to crosswalks. The projects are funded by the Move 
Seattle transportation levy and it is a triennial program. The projects 
funded are identified by the community and the Move Seattle 
Oversight Committee.  

  
 

 

 Project ID: MC-TR-C029  

 Project Title: Transit Corridor Improvements  

 Location:  Citywide  

 2024 Proposed Budget:  4,054,860   

 

Description:  

This program implements multimodal projects which improve transit 
reliability, access, safety, and convenience. The program focuses on 
corridors and projects identified in the Transit Master Plan. Funding 
from Move Seattle Levy and other local funding sources are used to 
leverage partnership opportunities. 

 

  
 

 

 Project ID: MC-TR-C033  

 Project Title: Arterial Asphalt & Concrete Program Phase II  

 Location:  Citywide  

 2024 Proposed Budget:  17,516,690   

 

Description:  

The Arterial Asphalt and Concrete Program maintains Seattle's arterial 
streets through resurfacing and reconstruction projects. The 
Department uses a pavement management system to track the 
condition of arterial street pavement, to develop maintenance needs 
and establish priorities, and to select the streets to be rehabilitated 
each year. This project improves the quality and condition of the City's 
arterials.  
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2024-2029 Proposed Capital Improvement Program 
 

 Project ID: MC-TR-C034  

 Project Title: 3rd Avenue Corridor Improvements  

 Location:  3rd AVE  

 2024 Proposed Budget:  3,200,000   

 

Description:  

This project makes multimodal improvements for the Third Avenue 
transit corridor in downtown Seattle, specifically focused on bus stop, 
streetscape, and transit street priority improvements, e.g.  installation 
of Third Avenue and Denny Way transit only signal, on Third Avenue 
between S. Jackson Street and Denny Way. 

 

  
 

 

 Project ID: MC-TR-C058  

 Project Title: Pedestrian Master Plan - New Sidewalks  

 Location:  Citywide  

 2024 Proposed Budget:  6,295,453   

 

Description:  

This project enhances the pedestrian environment in Seattle's 
neighborhoods by dedicating funding to construct new sidewalks. The 
New Sidewalk Program draws funding from the School Safety Traffic 
and Pedestrian Improvement (SSTPI) Fund to improve sidewalks and 
the pedestrian environment near schools. Additional funding is drawn 
from other sources to pay for new sidewalk construction near frequent 
transit routes.  

  
 

 

 Project ID: MC-TR-C062  

 Project Title: Bike Master Plan - Protected Bike Lanes  

 Location:  Citywide  

 2024 Proposed Budget:  17,377,258   

 

Description:  

This ongoing program implements the Seattle Bicycle Master Plan. 
Typical improvements may include installing protected bike lanes, bike 
lanes and sharrows, bicycle route signing, completing key links in the 
urban trails network, adding bicycle/pedestrian signals to complete 
the network, and reconstructing key sections of the trails. The goals of 
the program are to increase bicycle safety and access while reducing 
bicycle crashes. This program includes funding for street improvement 
and trail construction and is consistent with the focus in the City's 
Transportation Strategic Plan (TSP) on encouraging walking and biking. 
Life-to-date actuals may include the BMP spot improvements, Urban 
Trails, and Neighborhood Greenways, which were previously combined 
with this project's budget.  
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2024-2029 Proposed Capital Improvement Program 

Project ID: MC-TR-C072

Project Title: Alaskan Way Main Corridor

Location: Various

2024 Proposed Budget: 28,857,000 

Description: 

This project designs and constructs the rebuilt Alaskan Way/Elliott 
Way surface streets and the adjoining pedestrian promenade along 
the Seattle waterfront following the demolition of the Alaskan Way 
Viaduct. The State of Washington has built a deep bore tunnel to 
replace the Alaskan Way Viaduct and has relocated State Route 99 into 
the tunnel. The City of Seattle is responsible for the Alaskan 
Way/Elliott Way surface street and the promenade. The project also 
includes replacement of and improvements to four key connections 
impacted by the Viaduct removal: Seneca Street, Columbia Street, and 
the Marion Street and Lenora Street pedestrian bridges. This project is 
part of the larger waterfront improvement program. Construction of 
these improvements began in 2019. 

Project ID: MC-TR-C073

Project Title: Overlook Walk and East-West Connections Project

Location: Multiple

2024 Proposed Budget: 6,250,000 

Description: 

Removing the Alaskan Way Viaduct provides the opportunity for the 
City to improve key connections between the downtown core and the 
waterfront. The specific east/west streets targeted for improving 
connections include: Bell Street, King Street, Main Street, Pike Street, 
Pine Street, Railroad Way, Union Street, Washington Street, and Yesler 
Way. In addition to these east/west street connections, the waterfront 
improvement program also includes Overlook Walk, which will provide 
a pedestrian-oriented connection between the waterfront, the 
Aquarium and Pike Place Market with ADA access, views, and public 
open spaces. This project is part of the overall waterfront 
improvement program. This project includes funding from the 
Waterfront Local Improvement District. 

Project ID: MC-TR-C087

Project Title: SR-520 Project

Location: SR-520

2024 Proposed Budget: 1,971,000 

Description: 

This project provides policy, planning, and technical analysis support to 
the Washington Department of Transportation's SR-520 project. This 
regional project includes the replacement of the SR-520 bridge with a 
six-lane bridge, new freeway interchanges at Montlake Boulevard and 
Lake Washington Boulevard, and other improvements. 
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